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1

     JUDGE RILEY:  Pursuant to the direction of the

2 Illinois Commerce Commission, I call Docket 12-0483.

3 This is a complaint by John Oleson versus Aqua

4 Illinois, Inc., as to the billing and charges in

5 Mundelein, Illinois.

6               Mr. Oleson, you are still proceeding

7 pro se; is that correct?

8      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

9      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  And I would advise

10 you again that you can have an attorney appear on

11 your behalf at any time; however, they would have to

12 take the record as it's already been developed.

13               For Aqua?

14      MS. SHIELDS:  Caitlin Shields of Rooney, Rippie

15 and Ratnaswamy at 350 West Hubbard Street, Suite 600,

16 Chicago, Illinois, 60654.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  Thank you.  Let the record

18 reflect also that Christopher Boggs of Commission

19 Staff, Financial Analysis Division, is observing the

20 proceeding telephonically.

21               And at this time, Mr. Oleson, the ball

22 is in your court.  You as the complainant were
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1 advised to proceed first with your evidence.  There

2 are a couple of questions that I want to ask you just

3 preliminarily.  In the complaint itself you have two

4 account numbers?

5      MR. OLESON:  Yes, sir.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  1088326 and 1088327.  Are either

7 one of those your account number?

8      MR. OLESON:  Those are both my account number.

9      JUDGE RILEY:  They are both your account

10 numbers, okay.  And you are complaining strictly

11 about your own accounts; is that correct?

12      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  All right then.  At this point

14 did you want to make an opening statement of any

15 kind, or would you -- well, let me do this.

16                      (Whereupon, the witness was duly

17                      sworn.)

18      JUDGE RILEY:  Please proceed with any opening

19 statement or any evidence you may have.

20      MR. OLESON:  The complaint actually covers four

21 different items.  I am looking for guidance, Judge,

22 Judge Riley, on how to proceed here, because I would
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1 like to take these a little bit out of order.  Having

2 talked to Ms. Shields, there are some issues of

3 agreement and some issues of understanding.  However,

4 they haven't actually been resolved to -- so that I

5 know that the issues are taken care of.

6               I wonder if it would be possible to

7 cover a couple of those charges first, those

8 complaint portions first, then go to another one

9 later, rather than taking -- I have four that I put

10 in, and I would like to --

11      JUDGE RILEY:  Four what?

12      MR. OLESON:  Four different issues.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  And you think that

14 some of them may already have been resolved?

15      MR. OLESON:  Well, they have been -- they have

16 been much discussed.  They have been -- I have

17 discussed them with Mr. Blanchette.  I talked on the

18 phone with Ms. Shields.  And there are issues that we

19 have that appear to be solved, but have not been --

20 that it turned out have not been finally resolved,

21 and if they could be entered into the record and

22 agreed to here, is that -- I am looking for a
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1 resolution, and if we could come to an agreement of a

2 resolution on those issues, I think we can solve a

3 couple of those fairly quickly is what I'm saying.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Ms. Shields, what's your

5 understanding?

6      MS. SHIELDS:  Yeah.  You know, if I can just

7 jump in.  I mean, obviously anything that's addressed

8 in the evidentiary proceedings today needs to be

9 limited to what's on the complaint.  I'd like to

10 point out, I think as you are aware, Aqua has made

11 several attempts to reach settlement with Mr. Oleson

12 on a couple of issues.

13               At this point, I don't believe --

14 unless he believes otherwise, I don't believe that we

15 have actually reached an absolute resolution on any

16 of those issues.  You know, furthermore, as you are

17 aware, you know, any sort of evidence pertaining to

18 settlements is inadmissible.  We are more than happy

19 to work with him.  So, you know, I would be happy to

20 take some time to address those issues, but it sounds

21 like at least as of today we are not prepared to make

22 any sort of stipulation on the record as to having
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1 disposed of any of the issues.

2      JUDGE RILEY:  In other words, you are saying,

3 go to hearing, and these matters are still in

4 controversy is what I hear you saying?

5      MS. SHIELDS:  Yeah.  As far as I am concerned,

6 and as you are aware, last week we had reached out to

7 Mr. Oleson in order to seek a -- some sort of

8 extension or continuance on this in order to continue

9 addressing and continue attempting to reach

10 settlement on those issues, but we weren't able to

11 agree to that.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  What are you prepared to

13 go forward with this morning?

14      MR. OLESON:  How do I handle evidence?  I have

15 bills that show my account bills.  I have other

16 documents that I plan to point to and so on, that are

17 part of the tariff, part of previous testimony and so

18 on.  I have three copies of all of them as I have

19 been led to understand that I need one for myself,

20 one for yourself and --

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Right.  I understand.  Yes.

22 Right.
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1      MR. OLESON:  So I am prepared to proceed on the

2 first.  I would like to discuss a lack of required

3 detail in bills, which is the No. 3 issue in the

4 complaint.  Do I just hand out these copies?

5      JUDGE RILEY:  You are just looking for what

6 procedure you should follow.  Yeah.  Just provide

7 copies to me and to the parties and just say, this is

8 such and such a bill.

9      MR. OLESON:  To make it a little bit easier,

10 what I have here is three copies of the tariffs that

11 I plan to discuss.  So those are copies of the -- of

12 all of those sheets.  I have three copies of the

13 bills that -- and these, some of the bills, go to an

14 individual complaint.  Some go to several complaints.

15 And on the bills, the tariff is in the order that

16 it's -- No. 49, Page 1, 2 and 3 or whatever, and then

17 No. 50, Page 1, 2 and 3 and so on.

18               The bills are in the following order.

19 They are all in calendar order.  Okay.  So I will

20 refer to them in calendar order so that you can --

21 hopefully it will make it easy to follow.

22      MS. SHIELDS:  Can I just clarify?  You said
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1 that the bills, some go to an individual complaint

2 and some go to multiple complaints?  Can you just

3 explain what?

4      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  Some go to complaint -- for

5 instance, the first one I want to discuss is lack of

6 detail.  That's the No. 3 on my complaint.  That one

7 may have a bill that's associated with it.  Another

8 bill of mine -- these are all my bills, and they will

9 all be -- may be associated with, say, the Paragraph

10 1, Complaint 1 about two water service charges.

11      JUDGE RILEY:  So they overlap?

12      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  That's fine, as long as

14 you are just making it clear as you go along.

15      MR. OLESON:  Some of them prove several

16 different points is what I'm saying.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  So you are beginning with No. 3

18 in your complaint.  It says, In months with rate

19 changes, Aqua bills do not give enough detail for a

20 customer to check that the charges --

21      MR. OLESON:  Right.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  To check that the charges are
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1 correct or to evaluate the effect of the changing

2 usage.

3      MR. OLESON:  Right.  So what I would like to

4 refer to first is the bill dated March 27th, 2012.

5 On that bill --

6      JUDGE RILEY:  Let me find it first.  Yeah, I

7 got it.  It's the second page in.

8      MR. OLESON:  All right.  In that bill under

9 billing detail on the left-hand side it comes down to

10 remaining balance, under billing detail on the

11 left-hand side.  Under remaining balance it says,

12 Current water charges, $53.31.  Current sewer

13 charges, $52.12.  It does not say what the usage

14 charge is.  It does not say whether the -- what the

15 service charge is, and it does not say if there is

16 any proration as far as service charges and so on.

17               So it lacks the detail for me to be

18 able to figure out whether the bill is accurate or

19 not.  I can see the gallons used, but I can't tell

20 what the rates are and what is -- what is the basis

21 of the bill.

22               Are there any questions on that?
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  No, no.  Please continue.

2 Counsel will have a full opportunity to cross-examine

3 you after you have completed your testimony.

4      MR. OLESON:  On the May 24th, 2012 bill, that's

5 again my household water bill.  That's the next page.

6 The first bill that we discussed came when the new

7 rates were introduced.  This bill was received when

8 the fire protection charge was added.  And again, it

9 says, Current water charges.  Current sewer charges.

10 There's no breakdown between the service charge and

11 what the usage charges are.

12               So they don't show any separate rates,

13 charges or usage charges, only dollar amounts, and I

14 don't feel this is adequate for a customer to receive

15 a bill like this to be able to know what's going on.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  That's editorializing, but what

17 you are saying is there is no breakdown in these

18 charges.

19      MR. OLESON:  That's right.

20      JUDGE RILEY:  That's the point.  Okay.

21      MR. OLESON:  Going on further to

22 September 24th.  It's the second to the last bill.
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1 This my irrigation account, and if you look below

2 the -- above billing detail there seems to be kind of

3 a blank space above billing detail.  That blank area

4 all across is what on other bills uses the meters.

5 So there is no meter reading.  There is no date of

6 the meter reading at either the beginning or the end

7 of the period.  There is only a statement of the

8 actual gallons used in the billing detail of 15,900.

9               In order to verify that, I would have

10 to go back to the previous bill, try to check the

11 meter reading, go down and look at my meter and see

12 if that seemed to be an appropriate reading.  Again,

13 I don't have the detail.

14               The next page does exactly the same

15 thing.  There is no meter reading or dates of meter

16 readings.  Again, I can't figure out what it was.  It

17 does say 18,800 gallons of water were used during

18 this period.  It doesn't tell me the days -- the

19 number of days in the billing period.  But now I

20 would have to go back to a previous bill and to a

21 previous bill beyond that in order to determine if my

22 meter reading agrees with something on this bill.
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1               Well, that was disconcerting.  So I

2 looked a little further, and I found the

3 administrative code.  Excuse me.  Can I trade that

4 one back to me, and -- so this is Administrative Code

5 Title 83, Chapter 1, Subchapter E, Part 600, Section

6 600.160, Meter Bills, Paragraph A.  And I will just

7 read the part that I am interested in here.  We can

8 discuss it later, if you want.  Shall the meters -- I

9 mean, The bills shall show -- under Paragraph A --

10 shall show the date and reading of the meter at the

11 beginning and the end of the period for which the

12 bill is rendered.  The last portion of that sentence

13 is, And a condensed statement of the principal rates.

14               So that's what's required.  Then in

15 Paragraph B it says, In cases, however, whereby

16 reason of postal or other card form of billing or for

17 other good reasons.  These occurred when a rate

18 change took place.  It occurred when a fire

19 protection charge was added.  It now occurred at a --

20 some kind of a format charge on the irrigation bill.

21               The utility may present for filing

22 with the Commission in conjunction with its rules a
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1 proposed form of billing.  That form has to be

2 approved.  I would like to know if there is a

3 proposed billing form that these bills are coming

4 from and whether this is an approved -- this billing

5 format without meter readings or just saying current

6 water charges and current sewer charges is

7 acceptable.  I don't believe it should be.

8               Going then to Paragraph C, I receive

9 paperless bills.  I do not receive bills in the mail.

10 I have not received inserts that are included with

11 paper bills of other customers of Aqua in my

12 neighborhood.  So that I haven't -- they have not

13 complied with the section stating, A condensed

14 statement of principal rates.

15               What's happened then is I have to

16 question what's going on in my bill, call Aqua

17 customer service.  I complain, find an insert was

18 sent with paper bills, and then I have to wait for a

19 separate copy to be mailed to me in seven to ten

20 business days.  So I don't have detail of what it is,

21 and then I am delayed on it.

22               Here's an example.  When the fire
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1 protection charge was first imposed, it was

2 mistakenly charged at Lake Zurich rates, rather than

3 at Countryside fire protection rates, but I did not

4 get that insert with my paperless bill.  Therefore, I

5 was deprived of information that would have disclosed

6 that infomration.  I waited, got the insert, and then

7 a correction was made on the bill as it was for other

8 customers.

9      JUDGE RILEY:  Let me interrupt right here.

10 What proof do you have that you were charged the Lake

11 Zurich rate instead of the proper rate?

12      MR. OLESON:  If you will go to the bill dated

13 May 24th, 2012, the fire protection charge there is

14 $21.50.  The tariff sheets show -- and here I am

15 referring to Illinois Commerce Commission No. 49

16 Section No. 2, First Revised Sheet No. 4.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  Understood.

18      MR. OLESON:  It says, Hawthorne Woods, Ivanhoe

19 and Rivinia divisions, Countryside Fire Protection

20 District is $16.60 in a one-inch meter size.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  And you are saying you are in the

22 Countryside Fire Protection District?
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1      MR. OLESON:  Yes, I am.

2      JUDGE RILEY:  Actually where your address is

3 located?

4      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  In another portion of a

5 complaint dealing with fire protection charges, this

6 will actually come up, because we did receive a

7 letter from Aqua saying it was a mistake and that

8 they were going to correct it.  What I am saying in

9 this portion of the complaint, this part of the

10 complaint, is that I didn't get the insert that said

11 it was a fire protection charge and what it was

12 going -- and the rates for that fire protection

13 charge.

14               So I had no knowledge of it prior to

15 that circumstance.  So what I think I have done here

16 is shown that Aqua should have filed a bill format

17 for a rate change period or when changes -- and then

18 as a second circumstance, when -- they should have

19 shown meter readings and dates on irrigation bills,

20 which is a recent charge with my last two bills in

21 September and October.

22               So both of these seem to me are --
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1 make it very difficult for a consumer to know

2 accurately what they should be charged for.  In one

3 case it was an actual mistake and a dollar correction

4 was made at a later point.  But it seems like there

5 is a second problem, in that I have been encouraged

6 to go green by Aqua, and I did, went paperless, but

7 the paperless does not include inserts for a

8 particular local area.  It seems like the paperless

9 bill must be generated, and there is no addition to

10 that paperless bill of the insert for a local area.

11 And it's very hard to produce a document you didn't

12 get.  But that's what's happened.

13               It would seem like to me that the

14 solution to this would be if Aqua would state that

15 they have a bill format or will get a bill format for

16 a rate change period so they don't just say, current

17 water charges, current sewer charges with just the

18 dollar amount.  It reminds me of getting a credit

19 card statement where they don't give you any detail

20 of what merchant you visited and what the individual

21 charge was for that circumstance.  It's just a, you

22 owe $882.  I wouldn't be very happy with that.  I'm
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1 not happy with these.  It's the same thing.

2               So that's the issue, and if they would

3 make a correction so that they add the meter readings

4 to the bills, if the Commission says that they should

5 add it, which I think it requires, then I think that

6 would take care of that issue.

7               Paperless bills, they should include

8 the inserts and the idea that it's not acceptable to

9 say, current water charges are, with no detail.

10      JUDGE RILEY:  And did you now want to go on to

11 one of the other -- one, two or four?

12      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  With regard to No. 2, this

13 is the two full fire protection charges.  Again, we

14 are going to look at several bills to prove that --

15 what occurred.  Look first at -- so here we are

16 talking about two full fire protection charges were

17 charged to my account.  I have two accounts, one for

18 household water, one for irrigation water.  So look

19 at the two for June 27, 2012.

20               The first bill with a 326 ending

21 account number up at the top is my household water

22 bill.  You can see that a fire protection charge was
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1 added in the bill detail of $16.60.  The next bill,

2 also dated June 27th, 2012, the account number ending

3 in 327 under billing detail also has a fire

4 protection charge of $16.60, and at this point,

5 Judge, they were corrected to the Countryside rate.

6               Now, the comment I have here then

7 would be that a full fire protection charge is

8 included on each bill.  The charges started on both

9 of the monthly bills beginning May 24th, even though

10 that detail did not show on the May bill for my

11 household account.  The irrigation meter was

12 installed to avoid sewer usage charges on large

13 volumes of water that would never enter the sewer

14 system for treatment.  The second charge on the

15 irrigation meter will continue until the outside

16 account is deactivated in the fall, and I have just

17 done that.

18               So that second meter charge occurs

19 usually six -- five, six times a year on a monthly

20 bill for the irrigation meter in addition to the

21 regular, calendar monthly bill on the household

22 water.
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  Could you please clarify what you

2 were just explaining about how -- I'm sorry -- the

3 fire protection on the irrigation bill typically

4 appears?

5      MR. OLESON:  Well, during this summer, for the

6 six months of this summer, I have received a -- for

7 the months this summer for my irrigation account I

8 have received six bills.  That account, the

9 irrigation account, is an account that is activated

10 in the spring, deactivated in the fall.  The fire

11 charge was added to it when the fire charge was added

12 to the other accounts, to the household accounts and

13 all accounts in all of the districts in Ivanhoe, the

14 Ivanhoe division.

15               But what I am saying is because the

16 irrigation meter is deactivated in the fall, that

17 fire protection stops in the fall.  Then, there is

18 only a single fire protection charge that continues,

19 and that is the charge on my household account.

20 Okay?

21      MS. SHIELDS:  Thanks.

22      MR. OLESON:  All right.  Then, what I need to
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1 go to is under the tariff regulations, tariffs from

2 the case, this is No. 49, Section No. 2, First

3 Revised Sheet No. 3.  Under monthly charge it states,

4 All metered water service customers -- we can

5 continue reading there, but I am going to start again

6 at shall.  So all metered water service customers

7 shall pay a fire protection charge, service charge,

8 in the amount as set forth below.  And it continues

9 on the next sheet.

10               So pay "a"; I maintain I am "a"

11 customer, not plural customers.  I have had one

12 account with Aqua until their accounting system could

13 not handle two meters and it was charged to two

14 accounts.  Judge Riley, I have had since -- I have

15 had service since 2005.  I had one account number.

16 At some point they realized that they had an

17 irrigation meter.  They knew the meter was there.

18 They issued it to me.  They knew I had an irrigation

19 meter and because it -- the billing -- I have had

20 constant billing problems with this irrigation meter.

21 I'd report it to customer service.  Their folks came

22 out and looked at it and said it's got to be a
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1 separate account, evidently.  And so they put it in a

2 separate account.  That's why I have two account

3 numbers.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Do you remember roughly when they

5 did that?

6      MR. OLESON:  I believe it's in 2008.  In any

7 respect, I have -- I had one account, and then it had

8 to be switched to two accounts.  My contention is

9 that I should pay "a" fire charge, singular.  There

10 is no need for more hydrants just because I have a

11 second meter.

12               Going on to Sheet No. 9 now of the

13 tariff, it's titled, Water Service, and then right

14 below that, Irrigation System Rates.  The last

15 sentence in the larger paragraph there says, The

16 rates for irrigation water service shall consist of a

17 monthly water customer charge, and a water charge

18 based on the amount of water used, which are the same

19 rates as shown in Sheet No. 2.  It says nothing about

20 a fire protection charge.  There is no mention of it

21 at all.

22               Now, then it also refers you then
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1 back.  It says, as shown on Sheet No. 2.  So it

2 refers you back to Sheet No. 2.  So if we go to Sheet

3 No. 2 then, this is water service customer charges.

4 The only mention I can find on this of a fire

5 protection charge is under usage charges on that

6 page, and it says as the second sentence of that

7 paragraph, The rates are for water usage and are in

8 addition to the customer charge and public fire

9 protection charge.

10               It does not say a second fire

11 protection charge or anything of the sort.  It just

12 says, and public fire protection charge.  So

13 section -- Page 2 here, the Sheet No. 2 does not give

14 any authorization for a fire protection charge.  No

15 mention of it is on that page.

16               Then, I received a letter from Aqua,

17 and this letter dated October 19th, 2013 (sic) went

18 to all Ivanhoe customers.  In the second paragraph it

19 says, After receiving several calls concerning public

20 fire protection charges on irrigation services, Aqua

21 has elected to have the charge removed from

22 irrigation accounts.  Domestic service accounts will
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1 continue to receive the public fire protection

2 charge.  The domestic service -- domestic service

3 account is what I have been calling household

4 account.

5               Now, this is a letter that I have

6 discussed with Mr. Blanchette, and he is removing

7 these charges and I applaud that.  Coming down to the

8 next paragraph the second sentence says, Customers

9 will see a credit on their next bill.  If customers

10 have already inactivated their irrigation service for

11 the year, you may contact us, Aqua customer service

12 at so and so, to inquire about the amount of credit

13 applied to your account.  They will issue a refund,

14 and so on.

15               So Aqua is making a statement that

16 they are going to remove the charge, and they were

17 going to provide a refund.  That letter was sent, as

18 far as my knowledge is concerned, to approximately 90

19 customers in the Ivanhoe division.  I realize this is

20 my case, but it is a widespread issue.  Now I have

21 got to refer back to one more bill.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  Is it your point then that the
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1 credit was never applied or --

2      MR. OLESON:  Well, okay.  Let me go to this

3 bill, and I will answer that question.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Sure.

5      MR. OLESON:  Okay.  This is the last bill of

6 the segment, of the packet.  It's dated October 29th,

7 2012.  Again, this is for my irrigation account.

8 Now, there is no refund on the bill.  The promised

9 refund did not show up.  I understand that I can

10 probably get it as a refund, or if I -- when I

11 reactivate the meter in the spring it probably will

12 show up as a credit.  I accept that that's probably

13 going to be true; however, if you notice in the

14 billing detail, on this letter of October 29th I was

15 also charged another $16.60 for a fire protection

16 charge after the letter dated October 19th said it

17 was going to be removed.

18               Now, this is the last bill I have

19 gotten for this account.  It has been deactivated for

20 the fall.  My irrigation is shut off.  So I am not

21 going to get another bill until the spring.  But what

22 the letter says has not been accomplished in two
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1 points.  It has not -- I have not gotten a refund, to

2 my knowledge, by looking at my bill, and secondly, I

3 was charged again.

4               So my position, in summary, then would

5 be that only a single fire protection service charge

6 is allowed, even when a customer has installed

7 another meter for irrigation, and that the refund of

8 the excess charges collected should take place.  Only

9 one charge should be allowed in the future, and it

10 seems only appropriate that as Aqua has mentioned in

11 their letter, that they are going to be doing this

12 for all customers.

13               Are there any questions?

14      JUDGE RILEY:  No, no.  That's -- the procedure

15 is for you to complete your case in chief, and then

16 counsel will cross-examine you.

17      MR. OLESON:  All right.

18      MS. SHIELDS:  I'm sorry.  Is that all?

19      MR. OLESON:  That completes --

20      MS. SHIELDS:  Judge, can we just make sure that

21 we mark these as exhibits?

22      JUDGE RILEY:  I'm definitely going to get to
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1 that, yes.

2      MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.

3      MR. OLESON:  I am ready to move then to Issue

4 No. 1 as stated in my complaint.  It is the two full

5 water service customer charges with two meters.

6 Since I have both an irrigation meter and a household

7 meter, I am being charged two full water service

8 customer charges.  This can be seen if we reference

9 two bills first.  The first bill -- they are both

10 dated June 27th again.  The first bill dated

11 June 27th with the account number ending in 326 under

12 billing detail has a customer water charge of $33.15.

13 The next bill again dated June 27th, 2012, the

14 account number ending in 327 under billing detail has

15 again another customer charge of $33.15.

16               From these two bills then you can see

17 that there is a full one-inch meter charge on the two

18 bills, one for household water and one for irrigation

19 water.  Now, we go to the tariff again, the tariff

20 pages.  Go to Section No. 2, First Revised Sheet No.

21 2 where it's labeled, Water Service at the top,

22 customer charges and the first sentence there is, All
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1 metered general water service customers shall pay a

2 customer charge based on the size of meter or meters

3 installed regardless of the amount of water used.

4               Now, I get into a second issue that's

5 kind of a distraction, but I am going to have to go

6 there.  Below those monthly charges, there is a short

7 sentence that says, When two or more meters are

8 installed in parallel, the customer charge will be

9 based on one meter size larger.

10               I initially focused to a certain

11 extent on that statement.  So -- and this is

12 mentioned in my -- and that statement was included in

13 my complaint.  In a -- Judge Riley, at our last

14 hearing --

15      JUDGE RILEY:  It was a status.

16      MR. OLESON:  -- status hearing here, we agreed

17 to meet with Mr. Blanchette of Aqua to try to resolve

18 some issues, and we did meet with him on October 1st.

19 We met with Craig Blanchette and Joel Garrett.

20      MS. SHIELDS:  Judge, I'm sorry, but I would

21 like to point out that he is bringing up settlement

22 discussions, and anything that is said in the course
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1 of settlement is inadmissible.

2      JUDGE RILEY:  Is that what this is about?  Is

3 that what the meeting was about to discuss a

4 resolution in this matter, because it's not

5 appropriate for the record.  Whatever is discussed in

6 settlement is totally confidential.

7               Where are you going with this

8 particular provision of the tariff?

9      MR. OLESON:  I don't think I should have to pay

10 two customer charges based on what it states in their

11 tariff.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  So what you are saying is that

13 you think that they are in violation of the tariff by

14 virtue of the fact that you are paying a customer

15 charge on both of these accounts?

16      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  Now, I am one customer.  I

17 have two accounts.  But my problem is that until we

18 got to that meeting and at the status hearing that we

19 had, I asked for at that time customer service

20 records that Aqua personnel had been to my home and

21 viewed and inspected my meters as to how they were

22 installed.  During that meeting I was provided this.
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  I need to clarify which meeting

2 he is talking about.

3      MR. OLESON:  October 1st with Craig Blanchette

4 and Joel Garrett.

5      MS. SHIELDS:  Again, that is bringing up issues

6 that were discussed --

7      JUDGE RILEY:  Now, was that something that was

8 submitted to you in furtherance of a settlement

9 discussion?

10      MR. OLESON:  No.  It was not in furtherance.  I

11 asked for these records here.  I asked for service

12 records here.

13      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, those weren't issued

14 pursuant to any data request or any sort of discovery

15 for the purposes of the evidentiary hearing, if

16 discovery is the appropriate way to obtain and submit

17 evidence.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  So you are objecting to any

19 testimony with regard to these documents?

20      MS. SHIELDS:  Yeah, absolutely.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Let me see them.

22      MR. OLESON:  Here's the originals if you would
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1 like to see them.  It might be a little bit easier to

2 read.  I am going to resolve this part of the issue

3 very quickly, so -- but I would just like to point

4 out -- I mean, this has a bearing on what I had in my

5 complaint, and it seems like to me because I asked

6 for it -- I was asking for evidence at the time

7 during the meeting and you weren't here.  I asked for

8 these records at the last meeting that we had, Judge.

9      JUDGE RILEY:  And those were provided to you?

10      MR. OLESON:  They were provided to me by Mr.

11 Garrett at the -- I had to ask for them again at that

12 meeting.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  But without the knowledge of

14 Aqua's counsel, obviously.

15      MS. SHIELDS:  Right.  Like I said --

16      MR. OLESON:  No.  I don't believe that's true.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  Hold it.

18      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, the meeting was set up in

19 order so that we could attempt to reach settlement

20 with Mr. Oleson.  These documents were provided in

21 the course of that proceeding, and in the course of

22 that attempt to reach settlement we never received a
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1 data request to provide him with any such documents

2 for the purposes of the evidentiary hearings.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Let's go off the record for a

4 minute.

5                      (Whereupon, a discussion was had

6                      off the record.)

7      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Mr. Oleson, please

8 proceed with -- okay.  We were on Issue 1.  Does that

9 complete Issue 1?

10      MR. OLESON:  No, it does not.  Therefore, since

11 I am still being charged two full water customer

12 charges, go back to Sheet No. 2, which is the one we

13 have been talking about here.  What it says there is,

14 All meter general service water -- All general water

15 service customers shall pay a customer charge based

16 on the size of meter or meters installed, regardless

17 of the amount of water used.  It says "a" customer

18 charge.  "A" is singular.  Meter or meters implies

19 one or more meters.  It does not say a customer

20 charge for each meter installed.  It does not say per

21 meter, per account or say customer charges in the

22 plural.
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1               I have -- I am one customer with Aqua.

2 I have one service line, but Aqua seems to be

3 pretending that I am that -- I am several customers,

4 I am multiple customers.  All right.

5               Now, I need to go to the Tariff Sheet

6 No. 9.  This is for water service and irrigation

7 system rates.  The large paragraph under irrigation

8 system rates starting at the rates for irrigation --

9 we have had this sentence before -- Shall consist of

10 a monthly water customer charge and a water usage

11 charge based on the amounts of water used, which are

12 the same rates as shown in Sheet No. 2.

13               So it would seem like to me that the

14 tariff has an internal conflict.  Sheet No. 9 refers

15 to Sheet No. 2, which becomes primary, and that takes

16 us back to "a" and meter or meters, the same issue we

17 just discussed on that page.

18               My position is that there are

19 approximately 90 customers in the Ivanhoe division

20 that are similarly affected.  I know this is my bill.

21 I know this is my case.  I still maintain I am one,

22 "a" customer, and it should be for -- and for meter
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1 or meters installed as it says on Sheet No. 2, and

2 that's all that's allowed, a customer charge.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  You have made the point.

4 It's understood.

5      MR. OLESON:  Okay.  Having an irrigation meter

6 results in a second full charge.  All the fixed

7 costs -- now this I think is -- I think is important.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  Are you still reading from the

9 tariff?

10      MR. OLESON:  No.  I am making a statement.

11      JUDGE RILEY:  This is testimony then?

12      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  A second full customer

13 charge is supposed to be covering fixed charges.  All

14 the fixed charges, fixed costs, that a service charge

15 is supposed to represent they cannot reasonably

16 charge again just because I have a second meter.  And

17 that concludes that testimony.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Thank you.

19      MR. OLESON:  With regard to just and

20 reasonable --

21      JUDGE RILEY:  This is number --

22      MR. OLESON:  No. 4.  The sheet I have just
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1 handed you is the utility's 220 Illinois Complied

2 Statutes 5/9-101.  Reading in the paragraph under

3 Article 9, Rates.  Section 9-101, All rates or other

4 changes made, demanded or received by any -- received

5 by any product or commodity furnished or to be

6 furnished or for any service rendered or to be

7 rendered shall be just and reasonable.  That is the

8 basis of that -- of this issue.

9               Now, I have a question, Judge.  I am

10 going to refer to testimony in previous cases and a

11 Judge's final order and so on.  I have copies of each

12 sheet where each statement is taken from.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  Now what cases are they?  Are

14 these Commission cases?  I can take administrative

15 notice of prior Commission decisions.

16      MR. OLESON:  All right.  I will reference what

17 they are.  I have copies, and I can provide them to

18 the representative of Aqua.  What would you like me

19 to do?

20      JUDGE RILEY:  Counsel, do you have an

21 objection, or is there anything you object to yet?

22      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, I think that it's
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1 improper to introduce testimony from other

2 proceedings at this point.  I think it's an improper

3 collateral attack on Aqua, and to the extent that he

4 wants to make argument based on case law, this isn't

5 the appropriate time for that.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  What I am looking for right now

7 is that when you say these statutes requires all

8 rates, et cetera, to be just and reasonable, I want

9 you to present evidence as to what was unjust or

10 unreasonable.

11      MR. OLESON:  All right.  I'm not going to state

12 something.  I'm using it as evidence to provide what

13 was intended and what result is on my bill.  Why --

14 and whether --

15      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, the Commission entered a

16 final order in the case determining that rates were

17 just and reasonable.  And if it's something that you

18 have the authority to take administrative notice of,

19 we can get to that at a later point, but to the

20 extent that he wants to challenge that order, I mean,

21 this is -- it's improper.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  Is counsel's assessment correct
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1 that you are challenging the prior Commission order?

2      MR. OLESON:  I'm not -- I think that there have

3 been -- it would seem to me that I can provide

4 evidence that the outcome that we got, that I got as

5 a customer of Aqua, was not consistent with the

6 tariffs that are supplied and the order that was

7 issued in that case by the Commission.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  Then what you want to do then is

9 just simply state that the rates you are being

10 charged are not just and reasonable, and they

11 therefore violate this provision of a tariff or this

12 provision of a Commission order.

13      MR. OLESON:  All right.

14      MS. SHIELDS:  Right.  I mean --

15      JUDGE RILEY:  And simply cite the tariff or

16 cite the order.  I mean, as I said, I can take

17 administrative notice of the --

18      MS. SHIELDS:  Right.  I mean, an order was

19 entered determining that the rates that were decided

20 in that case are just and reasonable.  Aqua filed

21 tariffs, rules and regulations, all of which are

22 consistent with that order.  So to the extent that he
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1 has an individual claim as to his billing, I think he

2 can proceed, but it's an entirely different issue if

3 he is challenging the Commission's rates.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Right.  This forum cannot be used

5 as an appellate process, to review a prior Commission

6 order and determine whether it's proper or not.

7      MR. OLESON:  All right.  Then, I would like to

8 give you those two sheets.  The reason -- this chart

9 was generated by Aqua at the request of the law judge

10 in the 11-0436 case.

11      MS. SHIELDS:  I'm --

12      JUDGE RILEY:  This is a former prior docket.

13 Okay.

14      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

15      MS. SHIELDS:  Sorry.  If he is laying

16 foundation for this or context for this, then that's

17 fine.  I apologize.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  Go ahead.  Please proceed.

19      MR. OLESON:  It was generated by Aqua at the

20 request of the law judge to show the effects of rate

21 changes.  It was considered by both the law judge

22 before he made his final decision and as part of the
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1 case before Commission members as they considered the

2 case and then voted.  It was based on flawed

3 information.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Now, was this -- excuse me.  Was

5 this something that's documented in Docket 11-0436?

6      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

7      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, I can take, again,

8 administrative notice of the content of Docket

9 11-0436.

10      MS. SHIELDS:  Well, and again --

11      MR. OLESON:  It's easy to reference this

12 document, though, having it in front of you.

13      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, I am just concerned when

14 he starts stating that this document was based on

15 flawed evidence.  Again, he is attacking the

16 Commission's order.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  That's an ultimate conclusion

18 that's going to have to be drawn by the

19 administrative law judge.  Now, what you are saying

20 is that this document, this average residential bill,

21 was this actual evidence that was entered into

22 evidence on Docket 11-0436?
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1      MR. OLESON:  Yes, it was.

2      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, Staff, the Attorney

3 General and intervenors all had the opportunity to

4 review this document before it was submitted.  The

5 Commission has seen this.  I mean, it was part of a

6 previous proceeding that's occurred.  I mean --

7      JUDGE RILEY:  What is your testimony with

8 regard to this document?

9      MR. OLESON:  Under the average gallons column

10 and across from Ivanhoe water is a figure of 7,783.

11 Further down in that same average gallons column

12 under Ivanhoe sewer it's the same figure,

13 7,783 gallons.  You will also note up under the

14 Ivanhoe water under common meter size it says

15 one-inch.  Now, I have a one-inch meter.  I have

16 Ivanhoe water.  I have Ivanhoe sewer.

17               Over the last six months, 87 --

18 84,000 gallons of water have gone through my

19 irrigation meter and are not going through the sewer

20 treatment facility, and I am not alone.  There are 90

21 customers, approximately.  The combination of that

22 proves that the same figure cannot be used in both
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1 columns.

2               So, therefore, it's not -- it's not

3 just to say that these are the same gallon usage.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  For water and sewer?

5      MR. OLESON:  For water and sewer.  It's

6 physically impossible.  Now, I realize that the

7 Ivanhoe division of which I am a part may be a very

8 unique case.  I understand that, but the resulting

9 circumstances put me in a situation where am I paying

10 extremely large charges, and it was based on this

11 information, in part, to make this decision, and it

12 does not seem appropriate to me.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  Do you have any other evidence

14 that says that the same average gallons cannot be the

15 same for both water and sewer?

16      MR. OLESON:  It's self-evident.  It's

17 self-evident.  I can prove -- I have two bills from

18 my irrigation accounts that show thousands of gallons

19 of water in a particular month not going through the

20 sewer treatment system.  It's self-evident.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, let's look at those bills,

22 then.
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1      MR. OLESON:  All right.  The last two bills in

2 the bill sequence are both irrigation water bills;

3 the 327 accounts, one for September 24th and one for

4 October 29th.

5      JUDGE RILEY:  And on 9/24/2012.

6      MR. OLESON:  It shows 15,900 gallons.

7      JUDGE RILEY:  Understood.

8      MR. OLESON:  And on October 29th it shows

9 18,800 gallons.  I will be happy to provide other

10 bills that show the exact gallon and usages for the

11 six bills that I have received this summer.  These

12 are two of those.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Do you have any other

14 evidence of unjust or unreasonable billings?

15      MR. OLESON:  Judge, this is a spreadsheet that

16 I made up based on two bills, which I will reference.

17 The two bills are -- the two bills are the first bill

18 in the packet, September 22nd, 2011, the first one,

19 the first one there, Judge.  The first bill is for --

20      JUDGE RILEY:  Right.

21      MR. OLESON:  September 22nd of 2011, the

22 gallons used is 4,500.
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  Hold on.  I have got it.  Okay.

2      MR. OLESON:  The second bill is further on,

3 July 24th of 2012.  Gallon usage there shows 4,500.

4 What I am showing you are two bills for exactly the

5 same gallon amounts, exactly the same size.  In fact,

6 they are the same meters in the Ivanhoe division.

7               So this spreadsheet that I have handed

8 you then is a summary of those two bills.  The

9 customer charges went from $11 to $33, a 300 percent

10 charge compared to the old rate, three times the old

11 rate.  The customer charge for sewer went from $6.28

12 to $32.93.  That's five times the old rate.  And

13 there was no separate fire protection charge on the

14 2011 bill.  We did not have a fire protection charge.

15 Those -- the fire protection charge must have been

16 paid from either water or sewer before, but I don't

17 know where it came from, and I don't know if those --

18 where it came from, if those charges went down.

19               So my total customer charges, if you

20 add $11.05 and 6.28 from the old bill, they are now

21 $33, $32, and $16.  I went from a total of service

22 charges of $17.33 on the 2011 bill to $82.72, almost
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1 five times the service charges.  That's not just.  I

2 have no alternative to get water elsewhere.

3               Then, a customer -- if I try to save

4 on my bill, to save, the only place I can save is

5 usage charges, because those customer charges

6 continue month after month.  In previous testimony

7 they have said that service charges were supposed to

8 be for fixed charges for meter reading, billing,

9 customer accounts, collection expenses, maintenance

10 and capital costs related to meters.

11               I look at the other utilities I have.

12 They are 11 and $12 for gas and electric.  I don't

13 have the bills with me, but this is $82, and I

14 haven't used a drop of water.  That to me is

15 unreasonable.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  And that's your point then by the

17 submission of this evidence, that the charges were

18 unjust and unreasonable.

19      MR. OLESON:  Right.  Now I would like to

20 present one other spreadsheet, and this comes from --

21 the basis for this are the tariff sheets, they gave

22 me the prices on different meters, the usage charges
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1 are in the tariff and so on.  So all these numbers

2 come from the tariff.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  And was this spreadsheet prepared

4 by you or at your direction?

5      MR. OLESON:  By myself.  I do not include ICC

6 tax in the total cost.  Now, as I said, I have a

7 one-inch meter.  It's my understanding that on the --

8 and generally in talking about water issues that

9 standard is a five-eighths-inch meter and

10 5,000 gallons.  So I made this chart for 5,000

11 gallons and used different sizes of meters to show

12 what the unjust cost -- charge is of having a larger

13 meter.

14               Now, I knew I was going to have an

15 irrigation system installed when I built the house,

16 and I never asked -- I don't believe anyone else

17 did -- what size meter I was requesting.  So I was

18 provided a one-inch meter and then added another

19 one-inch meter.  But you can see what happens as far

20 as the total cost when you go across from a

21 five-eighths-inch meter at $123 for 5,000 gallons of

22 water.  A three-quarter-inch meter goes up to $132.
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1 My one-inch meter, that 5,000 gallons costs $152.

2 Directly down below that $152.01 is it is a $28.25

3 increase from the five-eighths standard type meter.

4 My cost then is 123 percent of the five-eighths-inch

5 meter.  And my customer charges at that point are

6 54 percent of my bill.

7               Now, there was an awful lot of

8 testimony in the previous rate case about revenue

9 splits.  My problem is, is that when a revenue split

10 is shown -- and it was initially planned for water

11 for the -- for the consolidated group for Ivanhoe it

12 was supposed to be 28 percent fixed, 72 percent

13 usage.  The revenue split three lines down at the

14 bottom is figured, and right down below it, it tells

15 how that's figured.  The water service -- the 31.2

16 there is a percentage.  That percentage is derived by

17 adding -- it's the water service amount.  It's

18 derived by taking the water charge, dividing that by

19 the total of the water charge plus the usage charge.

20      JUDGE RILEY:  Is that contained --

21      MR. OLESON:  It gives me a percentage.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Now, is that contained in
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1 the tariff?

2      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  This was taken from the tariff?

4      MR. OLESON:  The tariff specified that it was

5 supposed to be a 28/72 percent tariff split between

6 service and usage.

7      JUDGE RILEY:  And this was the same tariff,

8 Commerce Commission No. 49, Section 2?

9      MR. OLESON:  It's Page 46 of the judge's -- law

10 judge's final order in the Aqua rate case, Page 46.

11      JUDGE RILEY:  Is that the same document or the

12 same --

13      MR. OLESON:  I have a copy of it here.

14      JUDGE RILEY:  Is that the same docket?

15      MR. OLESON:  Yes, absolutely.  But this is

16 what's really unjust to me is when you look across

17 and you see what the water -- the water service

18 versus usage split.  It starts out at 31/68 and

19 increases across so that at the far right for an inch

20 and a half meter it's 65 percent service, 34 usage.

21               Now, I don't have an inch and a half

22 meter, Judge, but my house was built in 2005.  If my
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1 house had been built slightly later, code would have

2 required a fire sprinkler.  If I had to have a fire

3 sprinkler installed, it would have been a

4 one-and-a-half-inch meter, and I would be looking at

5 $198 for 5,000 gallons of water.  This is unjust and

6 unreasonable.  As far as the revenue split for one --

7 for an average -- average customer perhaps, there is

8 no such thing.

9               When we -- when this was issued, when

10 that average bill statement was issued that we looked

11 at, it was based on one-inch customers in Ivanhoe,

12 7,000 gallons and so on, but I tried to keep it all

13 the same.  Revenue splits have caused an

14 unreasonableness in these bills.

15      JUDGE RILEY:  But what you are saying, this is

16 for a one-and-a-half-inch meter.  It would be

17 unreasonable if you had been required to install

18 that, but it's irrelevant, because you are not -- you

19 didn't have a one-and-a-half-inch meter.

20      MR. OLESON:  I have a one-inch meter, and it's

21 unreasonable to me.  I could have a five-eighths-inch

22 meter and get 5,000 gallons of water through it in a
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1 month, but I am paying $20 a month more because I

2 have a one-inch meter.

3               My usage has varied from 3,800 gallons

4 this past year to a high of 6,000 gallons.  I have a

5 large service line evidently, because that was the

6 standard.  I got the one-inch meters, because that's

7 what was supplied, but what I am paying is I am

8 paying a service charge based on that size.  If I had

9 known that --

10      JUDGE RILEY:  Based on what size?

11      MR. OLESON:  Based on the one-inch size.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  Right.

13      MR. OLESON:  What it ultimately amounts is that

14 we don't get that revenue split for water.  Now, the

15 revenue split for sewer right down below it stays the

16 same, because it's one charge regardless of the size

17 of the meter.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  What my confusion is, is what

19 does the revenue split -- what does it refer to?  Are

20 we just talking about the percentages?  For the

21 one-inch meter, the revenue split for water is pretty

22 close.  It's 50.3 percent service and 49.7 percent
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1 usage.  What --

2      MR. OLESON:  But it -- supposedly it should

3 have been 28/72.  It never reaches that until you get

4 well past 10,000 gallons usage for me with a one-inch

5 meter.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, I don't see where those

7 figures are on this document at all.

8      MR. OLESON:  All right.  And I'll give you that

9 document.  And I'm sorry.  The only way to do it is

10 to give you another spreadsheet.  This spreadsheet is

11 similar to that first -- in it it's got the same

12 thing as the water charge, usage charge, sewer charge

13 and so on.  But the thing that's different here is

14 instead of being at the 4,500 when I compared rates

15 old to new, this is all based on the new rates,

16 one-inch meters in the Ivanhoe division, but varying

17 the amount of gallons.

18               So that 4,500 column there, those are

19 the numbers that we have looked at before.  The

20 5,000 gallons is one that -- what's the standard.

21 But if you look at the revenue splits there, the

22 revenue splits at the 2,600 gallon rates -- and
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1 something I would like to point out, Judge, on the

2 2,600 gallon, the water service charge reads zero on

3 that one.  Right here it reads zero.  So does the

4 sewer usage charge, zero, because with a service

5 charge we had 2,600 gallons included.  Now we don't,

6 but the water service versus usage splits start at

7 the 2,600 gallons at 66 to 33 percent, and continue

8 across.  You see they are getting closer to the --

9 approaching something that's getting closer.  You

10 have to flip to the second page and follow along

11 those service usage splits on water; 42/58 going

12 over, 33/64 under the 10,000 gallons.

13               I have no ability to get to a 28/72

14 water -- water charge versus the -- service charge,

15 usage charge, unless my usage was extremely high,

16 so --

17      JUDGE RILEY:  So, in other words, what you are

18 saying is that there should be a greater discrepancy

19 the larger the meter then?

20      MR. OLESON:  What's happening is a service

21 charge -- when a service charge varies because of the

22 meter size, it adds a second usage charge based on
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1 having a large meter, and that's not logical.  I can

2 get 5,000 -- the gallons I use I could get out of a

3 five-eighths-inch meter.  So to charge me -- but I am

4 being charged more than that for a service charge

5 just because I have a larger meter size.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  And what you are objecting to is

7 that on the Spreadsheet No. 4 where the service

8 charge for water and the service charge for usage are

9 closely -- are almost identical.

10      MR. OLESON:  Well, the service charge for

11 water -- the service charge, yes, that's true at that

12 point.  But what I am saying is the service charge

13 for sewer gets close to it right where the -- at

14 5,000 gallons it's close to the 45/55 split it's

15 supposed to be, but for water it doesn't get there

16 until an extremely high volume of usage.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  So you are saying it's unjust

18 that you have to use a considerable amount of greater

19 usage in order for you to get the proper split?

20      MR. OLESON:  And I don't want to.  But the

21 biggest thing is to -- this is the last spreadsheet,

22 I think.  And as a result of consolidation -- I
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1 understand consolidation.  I understand there is

2 economies of scale and efficiencies.  Ivanhoe, Judge

3 Riley, was a very low cost -- low initial cost,

4 acquisition cost by Aqua.  It's a very small

5 division, but they are trying to -- they tried to

6 consolidate us into larger divisions and make these

7 efficiencies.

8               There was tremendous talk in this

9 11-0436 docket case about consolidation.  This

10 spreadsheet is a -- compares the current rates that I

11 have under the Ivanhoe -- the six divisions

12 consolidated.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  This is spreadsheet designated

14 No. 4?

15      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  I'm sorry.  No. 3.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  I am just looking at the -- all

17 right.  No. 3.

18      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  This looks at what my rates

19 are now.  I titled the column, Ivanhoe Consolidated.

20 There are six divisions that have been consolidated

21 together.  The other column shown is for the -- a

22 division of Aqua that was not consolidated and was
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1 kept separate, called University Park.  The gallons

2 used in both these illustrations is 5,000 gallons,

3 well within the range that I use on a monthly basis,

4 and both of these are shown for a one-inch meter.

5 The old rates are only shown for Ivanhoe, because I

6 don't have what the old rates were for University

7 Park.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.

9      MR. OLESON:  However, the total cost, what I am

10 paying for 5,000 gallons of water under the

11 consolidated division I'm in now is $152.  If I had

12 been consolidated into with the University Park, it

13 would have been $105 for that same 5,000 gallons of

14 water.

15      JUDGE RILEY:  What is the basis of your

16 documentation for University -- where did you get

17 these rates for University Park?

18      MR. OLESON:  The data is from the -- Aqua's

19 response to the law judge's post-record data request

20 Revised Attachment 1, February 2nd of 2012, the same

21 docket.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  It's that 11-0436, I guess.
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1      MR. OLESON:  Right.  But that's Attachment 1 to

2 the post-record data request.  That's Attachment 1,

3 February 2nd of 2012.  It's the same -- the same

4 response where that average bill chart came from, but

5 this shows the real rate shock that we have as

6 Ivanhoe customers from our old rate to the new rate

7 compared to what it would have been if we had been

8 consolidated, as was encouraged by the Attorney

9 General's -- many discussions, and Mr. Boggs --

10 several of Mr. Boggs' testimony in that previous

11 case.  I can find no evidence that there was any

12 study about moving Ivanhoe to that division by Staff.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  So --

14      MR. OLESON:  It just shows to me the rate shock

15 that we have compared to how it could have been

16 mitigated if we had been consolidated to University

17 Park instead, as was suggested by the AG.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  So all of these figures are based

19 upon that prior docket for both Ivanhoe consolidated

20 and the University Park?

21      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  They are taken from the

22 documents that Aqua furnished in response.
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1               So I have other documents that I can

2 go through, and if I can't present them here, perhaps

3 then will I have an opportunity to question Aqua

4 personnel when they are on as witnesses?

5      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, absolutely you will have a

6 full opportunity to cross-examine all witnesses.

7      MR. OLESON:  All right.  It would seem like to

8 me then that in the information that I have

9 presented, I have shown that it is rate shock.  The

10 bill is almost five times what it used to be, and

11 they have resulted as consequences -- the

12 consequences are not just or reasonable to me as an

13 Aqua customer.

14      JUDGE RILEY:  This is actually in the nature of

15 closing arguments, the way I understand it.  So you

16 will have an opportunity to make that also.

17               Did you have any other evidence that

18 you wanted to present with regard to any of the --

19 any of the allegations you have made?

20      MR. OLESON:  No.  The -- no.  I think that's

21 the evidence that I wanted to provide.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Thank you.
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1      MR. OLESON:  I hope I have presented it in a

2 reasonable manner that we have been able to label

3 them and keep track of them and so on.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  I am going to do that in just a

5 second.  What I want to do for the time being -- it's

6 a little stuffy in here.  I want to take a brief

7 recess and let the parties get a little fresh air,

8 and we will deal with your exhibits, the matter of

9 your exhibits when I come back.

10                      (Whereupon, a discussion was had

11                      off the record.)

12      JUDGE RILEY:  And let's sort these exhibits

13 out.

14               Mr. Oleson, the first one is the

15 collection of bills that you presented from Aqua, and

16 we are going to mark that as a Group Exhibit 1.  That

17 would be Complainant's, as I said, Group Exhibit 1.

18 Let's get them identified first.

19               You next presented the tariff from the

20 Illinois Commerce Commission.

21      MR. OLESON:  Right.

22      JUDGE RILEY:  That is Complainant's Exhibit 2.
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1 Ms. Shields, you have copies of all of this, right?

2      MS. SHIELDS:  Yes, I believe so.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  With regard to 220 ILCS 5/9-101,

4 again, I can take administrative notice of all

5 statutes, rules and regulations.  That does not have

6 to be marked as an exhibit.

7               But then you had an average

8 residential bill, which was produced from Illinois

9 Commerce Commission Docket 11-043.  Mark that as

10 Complainant's Exhibit 3.

11               I want to mark as Complainant's

12 Exhibit 4 the letter from Joel Garrett, Area Manager

13 at Aqua Illinois, dated October 19, 2012 to the

14 Ivanhoe customer.

15      MR. OLESON:  Exhibit number what?

16      JUDGE RILEY:  That's 4.  And again, 83 Illinois

17 Administrative Code Part 601.60, again, that's a

18 regulation.  I can take administrative notice of

19 that, and I hereby do, and I also formally take

20 administrative notice of 220 ILCS 5/9-101.  And the

21 other documents that I have are the four

22 spreadsheets, and spreadsheets marked 1, 2 -- well,
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1 do the parties have any objection of including these

2 as a group exhibit and just make that Group

3 Exhibit 5?

4      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, I wouldn't object to them

5 being labeled as a group exhibit, but I would object

6 to them being admitted into evidence.

7      JUDGE RILEY:  We will get to that.  Okay.

8 Group Exhibit 5 will be the spreadsheets, and those

9 are Spreadsheets 1, 2, 3 and 4.

10               And now, Mr. Oleson, I take it that

11 you are moving for the admission of Exhibits 1, 2, 3,

12 4 and 5 into evidence?

13                      (Whereupon, Complainant's

14                      Exhibit Nos. 1-5 were marked for

15                      identification.)

16      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  And Ms. Shields, with regard to

18 Group Exhibit 1, any objection?

19      MS. SHIELDS:  No.  That would be the bills,

20 correct.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Group Exhibit 1 is admitted into

22 evidence.
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1               Exhibit 2 is the tariff.  Any

2 objection?

3      MS. SHIELDS:  No.  Although, I will note that I

4 am not certain that these are a complete copy of

5 Aqua's tariffs, but for the purposes of this, I am

6 not going to --

7      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, let the record reflect then

8 that the tariff as offered for admission is Illinois

9 Commerce Commission No. 49, Section No. 2, Pages

10 First Revised Sheet No. 1, First Revised Sheet No. 2,

11 First Revised Sheet No. 3, First Revised Sheet No. 4,

12 First Revised Sheet No. 9 and then Illinois Commerce

13 Commission Tariff No. 50, Section No. 2, First

14 Revised Sheet No. 1 and First Revised Sheet No. 2.

15 That specifically is the Exhibit?

16      MS. SHIELDS:  Correct.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  And any objection to that as

18 identified?

19      MS. SHIELDS:  No.

20      JUDGE RILEY:  Then Exhibit No. 2 is admitted

21 into evidence.

22               Turning now to Exhibit 3, which is the
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1 average residential bill, and Mr. Oleson, then you

2 said that this data was taken directly from Illinois

3 Commerce Commission Docket 11-0436.

4      MR. OLESON:  Yes, it is.

5      JUDGE RILEY:  Is there any objection?

6      MS. SHIELDS:  No.  And again, I just want to

7 make note that this is only a portion of the response

8 given to that data request.

9      JUDGE RILEY:  Understood.

10      MR. OLESON:  It is the full part of Attachment

11 2.

12      MS. SHIELDS:  Right.  It was an attachment.

13 There were other documents that were provided.

14      JUDGE RILEY:  Right.  But the document being

15 presented for admission into evidence is strictly

16 Attachment No. 2.

17      MS. SHIELDS:  Correct.  No objection.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  And Exhibit 3 is admitted into

19 evidence.

20               And Exhibit No. 4 is the October 19,

21 2012 letter from Aqua to the Ivanhoe customers.  Any

22 objection to the admission?
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  No.

2      JUDGE RILEY:  And Exhibit 4 is admitted into

3 evidence.

4               And with regard to Group Exhibit 5,

5 these are the four spreadsheets that have been

6 submitted into -- have been offered for admission

7 into evidence.

8               Let me ask very quickly, Mr. Oleson,

9 were these spreadsheets prepared exclusively by you

10 or at your direction?

11      MR. OLESON:  Exclusively by me.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  And where did you obtain the data

13 that is on these spreadsheets?

14      MR. OLESON:  The data has either been obtained

15 from the tariff sheets that have previously been

16 entered as Exhibit 2 -- I think a small portion of

17 one of them came from -- the other one, on one of the

18 spreadsheets, and I will tell you the number.

19 Spreadsheet No. 3, the figures for University Park

20 came from -- wait a minute.  The data is from the --

21 that's -- it's from the same law judge's -- it's the

22 same Aqua response as this.  Instead of --
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  When you say this, we are talking

2 again that Exhibit 3?

3      MR. OLESON:  Okay.  Exhibit 3, this is

4 attachment -- the other figures on my Spreadsheet

5 4 -- Spreadsheet 3 of Exhibit 5, the University Park

6 numbers come from Attachment 1 of that same response,

7 Aqua response.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  But Attachment 1 has not been

9 submitted for admission into evidence, but it's from

10 that same -- Attachment 1 to that same docket,

11 11-0436?

12      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Ms. Shields, what is

14 your response to the motion to admit Group Exhibit 5?

15      MS. SHIELDS:  We are not going to object.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  No objection?

17      MS. SHIELDS:  Correct.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  Then Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 as

19 identified are admitted into evidence.

20                      (Whereupon, Complainant's

21                      Exhibit Nos. 1-5 were admitted

22                      into evidence.)
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  And Mr. Oleson, did you have any

2 other evidence or witnesses that you wanted to call

3 on behalf of your complaint?

4      MR. OLESON:  No.

5      JUDGE RILEY:  Then at this time, I would note

6 that we have completed complainant's case in chief,

7 except for the cross-examination, and are you

8 prepared to go forward right now, Ms. Shields?

9      MS. SHIELDS:  We are.  We have no

10 cross-examination.

11      JUDGE RILEY:  You have no cross-examination of

12 the witness.  Thank you.

13               That being the case then, are you

14 prepared to call a witness on behalf of Aqua?

15      MS. SHIELDS:  Yes, we are.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  Please do so.

17      MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.  We are going to call Mr.

18 Craig Blanchette.

19      JUDGE RILEY:  Good morning, Mr. Blanchette.

20                      (Whereupon, the witness was duly

21                      sworn.)

22      JUDGE RILEY:  Please proceed.
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1                      CRAIG BLANCHETTE,

2 having been first duly sworn, was examined and

3 testified as follows:

4                       DIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MS. SHIELDS:

6      Q.   Good morning, Mr. Blanchette, my name is

7 Caitlin Shields.  If we could just begin, and you

8 could state your name and business address for the

9 record?

10      A.   Craig Blanchette, 1000 South Schuyler

11 Avenue, Kankakee, Illinois.

12      THE COURT REPORTER:  Could you spell your last

13 name, please?

14      THE WITNESS:  B-L-A-N-C-H-E-T-T-E.

15 BY MS. SHIELDS:

16      Q.   And what's your current job title?

17      A.   I am the vice president and operation

18 manager for Aqua Illinois.

19      Q.   And could you tell me a little bit about

20 what you do in that role?

21      A.   I oversee the operations of all the Aqua

22 utilities in the State of Illinois.
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1      Q.   Okay.  And if you could just give a brief

2 explanation of your professional and educational

3 background prior to taking that position?

4      A.   I am a licensed operator, Class A drinking

5 water operator, IEPA certified operator.  I am a

6 certified operator through IEPA for waste water, a

7 Class 1, and I also hold a master's of business

8 administration degree from Olivet Nazarene

9 University.

10      Q.   All right.  So we are going to begin.  As

11 you are aware, Mr. Oleson has raised four specific

12 claims against Aqua Illinois.  I would like to begin

13 with one of his claims, which is regarding the

14 justness and reasonableness of Aqua's rates.

15               Before we get into that, just a couple

16 preliminary questions.  Is Mr. Oleson a customer of

17 Aqua?

18      A.   He is.

19      Q.   Okay.  And does he reside in the Ivanhoe

20 district?

21      A.   He does.

22      Q.   Could you just give me a little bit of
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1 background of your understanding of the Ivanhoe

2 district?

3      A.   The Ivanhoe district is comprised of

4 approximately 200 residential dwelling units.  It's a

5 very nice development.  In comparison to other areas,

6 larger size homes that require -- per the Illinois

7 plumbing code, larger fixture units for larger

8 meters.  They also have very nicely manicured lawns

9 and landscaping that often customers utilize a

10 separate irrigation meter in order to cut down on

11 sewer costs associated with irrigating water.

12      Q.   Okay.  And when did Aqua acquire Ivanhoe?

13      A.   Aqua acquired Ivanhoe around the end of

14 2001, early in 2002.  It was purchased from the

15 Thorngate development in conjunction with Ivanhoe

16 Country Club and the homeowners' association groups

17 there.

18      Q.   Okay.  And when was Aqua's last rate case

19 involving the Ivanhoe district?

20      A.   The Ivanhoe district was part of the

21 Illinois consolidated case, which was an order issued

22 on February 16th of 2012 with rates in effect
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1 February 27th, 2012.  Prior to that, Aqua did have

2 rate increases in conjunction with the Village of

3 Mundelein.  As when Aqua purchased the system, we

4 signed a ten-year contract with the development to

5 hold rates down at the Mundelein rate until the

6 ten-year time period elapsed.

7      Q.   Okay.  Now, the order which went into

8 effect on February 27th, which I will call the

9 February order or the rate case order, did that

10 result in an increase in rates for Ivanhoe customers?

11      A.   It did.

12      Q.   Okay.  And could you just provide kind of a

13 general explanation for what the basis was for under

14 which Aqua sought the rate increase?

15      A.   Ivanhoe being tied down to the contract

16 with the Mundelein rates was well below cost of

17 service for ten years, and so when the ten-year

18 expiration term concluded, Aqua timed the rate

19 increase in Ivanhoe with the others in order to

20 consolidate it in and to help try to take advantage

21 of the economies of scale efficiencies associated

22 with consolidating the divisions.  Having said that,
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1 in the ten years since Aqua owned the system, we

2 invested over a million dollars of capital investment

3 in water and sewer infrastructure improvements

4 associated with pumping equipment, fire protection

5 and also improvements associated with the lagoon

6 system for treating the waste water within the

7 Ivanhoe development.

8      Q.   Okay.  And did -- when Aqua filed for the

9 rate -- that petition for a rate increase, did Aqua

10 provide notice at any point to its customers in

11 Ivanhoe of its petition seeking a rate increase?

12      A.   We did.  We actually provided in the first

13 bill after the filing a notice to customers as

14 required by the Illinois Commerce Commission.  We

15 also placed an ad in the Pioneer Press, and in

16 addition to that, we also sent out a separate mailer

17 directly to all customers in October of 2011 as well.

18      Q.   Okay.  Now, I am going to hand you a

19 document.  Judge, would you like me to mark these or

20 shall we wait until --

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Let's wait.  But you have got

22 copies for everyone, don't you?
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  I do.

2      JUDGE RILEY:  That's fine.

3 BY MS. SHIELDS:

4      Q.   Okay.  So I would like to begin with this,

5 and while I am handing this out, if you want to take

6 a moment to review it.

7               Do you recognize this document?

8      A.   I do.

9      Q.   Okay.  What is it?

10      A.   This is the public notice sent out on

11 October 17th via direct mail to each of our customers

12 involving the rate case by our area manager at that

13 time, Paul Wright.

14      Q.   Okay.  And so -- and how do you recognize

15 this?  Were you involved?

16      A.   I was.  I was involved in the drafting and

17 the reviewing of all these notices that went to the

18 customers.

19      Q.   Okay.  And is this document a fair and

20 accurate representation of the public notice that

21 Aqua sent out on October 17th?

22      A.   It is.
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1      Q.   And now -- on October 17th, 2011.

2               Could you tell me just about kind of

3 the general contents of this and what was provided

4 for in this notice?

5      A.   In this notice here basically it gives

6 notice to the customer stating that Aqua has filed

7 for a rate increase at the Illinois Commerce

8 Commission.  It shows in here the overall ask of the

9 request for the increase and the revenue requirement.

10 And then it shows at the new revenue requirement,

11 what an average customer's bill could be expected to

12 look like.  It also provides at the bottom

13 information on how customers may actively participate

14 in the case and have their voices heard.

15      Q.   Okay.  Did Aqua provide its customers with

16 subsequent notice?

17      A.   We did.  April 6th of 2011, concurrent with

18 the filing of the case, we had filed a notice, and

19 that went to every customer in their first bill

20 following the case.

21      Q.   Now, I am going to hand you another

22 document, if you could review this.  Do you recognize
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1 this document that I am handing out?

2      A.   I do.

3      Q.   And what is it?

4      A.   This is the April 6th notice that was sent

5 to each of the customers in their first bill

6 following the filing of the rate increase.

7      Q.   What year was this?

8      A.   2011.

9      Q.   Okay.  Is this document a fair and accurate

10 representation of the April 6, 2011, notice?

11      A.   It is.

12      Q.   Okay.  And was there a particular reason

13 that Aqua sent out two notices?

14      A.   There was.  This first notice here does not

15 indicate that the parties made request for a public

16 forum.  The Attorney General brought it to our

17 attention, and Aqua promptly reissued a new notice

18 direct mail to each of our customers that contained

19 the language about the public forum.

20      Q.   Do both of these notices, however, do they

21 contain a provision indicating that interested

22 parties have a right to intervene in the proceeding?
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1      A.   They do.

2      Q.   Okay.  So customers were actually -- they

3 were notified of the rate case on two separate

4 occasions?

5      A.   Correct.

6      Q.   Okay.  Now, when the Commission issued its

7 final order in February of 2012, did Aqua's notify

8 Ivanhoe customers of the approved rates?

9      A.   We did.  Aqua voluntarily sent a follow-up

10 letter to customers in their first bill after the

11 rates went into effect explaining the new charges and

12 the impact that that would have on their individual

13 bills at the average monthly residential --

14      MR. OLESON:  Do you have a copy of that letter?

15 BY MS. SHIELDS:

16      Q.   Okay.  Now, I am going to hand you a

17 document, if you could review this.  Do you recognize

18 this document?

19      A.   I do.

20      Q.   Okay.  And what is this?

21      A.   This is the notice sent out in February of

22 2012 and each customer's bill where the new rates
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1 went into effect notifying them of the increase, a

2 word by the Illinois Commerce Commission and the

3 impact that it would have on the average residential

4 rate.

5      Q.   And the second page of this sheet, does

6 this include an explanation of the new rates that

7 were going to go into effect?

8      A.   It does.

9      Q.   Now, Mr. Blanchette, were you involved in

10 Aqua's last rate case?

11      A.   I was.

12      Q.   And do you recall whether Mr. Oleson, the

13 complainant, participated in that case?

14      A.   Mr. Oleson did not actively intervene or

15 participate in the case, to my knowledge.

16      Q.   Okay.  Are you familiar with the

17 Commission's final order that was entered in that

18 case?

19      A.   I am.

20      Q.   Okay.  And are you aware whether in that

21 order the Commission found that the increase, which

22 was ultimately approved, was just and reasonable?
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1      A.   They did.

2      Q.   Okay.  After the Commission issued its

3 final order, did the administrative law judge issue a

4 post-record data request?

5      A.   The post-record data request actually comes

6 before the final order for the Commission.  It came

7 after he had issued his proposed order to the

8 participants in the case, and he asked at that time

9 for a detailed analysis of the billing impacts on

10 each of the divisions for which we provided to the

11 administrative law judge.

12      Q.   And I am going to hand you another

13 document.  Do you recognize this document that I have

14 just provided you with?

15      A.   I do.

16      Q.   What is it?

17      A.   This is actually the post data --

18 post-record data request from the administrative law

19 judge at the rehearing.  One of the intervenors in

20 the case actually asked for rehearing of it after the

21 final order was issued by the Illinois Commerce

22 Commission.  So this is the second time that we
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1 actually provided a billing impact analysis to the

2 judge and consequently to the Commission on the

3 effects it would have on each of the customers.  The

4 first was done before the first order was approved by

5 the Commission in February.

6      Q.   Okay.  And so as part of this request, who

7 did Aqua provide its response to?

8      A.   This response went to the administrative

9 law judge, and I'm assuming through the case that the

10 witnesses or the intervenors in the case would have

11 obviously been privy to that information as well.

12      Q.   And as part of Aqua's response to this

13 post-record data request, did Aqua submit a quote,

14 unquote, "typical bill" reflecting the -- reflecting

15 the predicted rate increases as proposed in the ALJ's

16 order?

17      A.   We did.  The data request contains a bunch

18 of information, one of which is the typical bill, as

19 well as all of the individual rates and charges that

20 the customers would be subject to if approved by the

21 Commission.

22      Q.   Okay.  So in this situation when Aqua
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1 submitted its typical bill, do these reflect an exact

2 guarantee on what each customer is going to be billed

3 subsequent -- once the rates go into effect?

4      A.   They do not.  They take into consideration

5 the total -- the total amount of gallons pumped

6 within the development divided by the total number of

7 bills, but they may or may not accurately reflect the

8 actual bill of a customer.  You may use more or less

9 or have a different meter size.

10      Q.   Okay.  So it would be fair to say that a

11 typical bill reflects a predicted average?

12      A.   Correct.

13      Q.   And a customer could be billed at -- could

14 receive a bill that's higher than that average or

15 lower than that average, correct?

16      A.   That is correct.

17      Q.   Have you had the opportunity to review Mr.

18 Oleson's bills before the Commission's approved rate

19 increase went into effect?

20      A.   I did.

21      Q.   Okay.  And how about his bills after that

22 rate increase went into effect?
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1      A.   I did.

2      Q.   And do you believe that the bills that are

3 being charged to Mr. Oleson are consistent with

4 Aqua's Commission approved tariffs?

5      A.   I believe they are with the exception of

6 the Lake Zurich fire charge that he alluded to

7 earlier.  The volumetric rates for basic charges are

8 all consistent with the Commission approved tariffs.

9      Q.   Okay.  And we will get to the fire charges

10 in just a moment.

11               At this point, I would like to change

12 gears a little bit and talk about another one of his

13 claims, which relates to his meter configuration.

14 And I am going to begin by providing you with a

15 tariff sheet, and there might be some redundancy here

16 in what Mr. Oleson already discussed, but if you want

17 to take this and review this document.  Do you

18 recognize this document?

19      A.   I do.  This is the consolidated tariff

20 schedule of rates, the Page No. 2.

21      Q.   And is this a fair and accurate

22 representation of Aqua's First Revised Tariff Sheet
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1 No. 2?

2      A.   It is.

3      Q.   Okay.  Now, as you look over this bill --

4 I'm sorry.  As you look over the tariff, Mr. Oleson

5 is claiming that he has been incorrectly billed two

6 separate charges of $33.15 per month, but that he

7 should actually be charged a single charge of $62.87

8 per month.  Could you explain the basis for Aqua's --

9      MR. OLESON:  Could you say that again, please?

10 BY MS. SHIELDS:

11      Q.   So Mr. Oleson, in his complaint he states

12 that he is incorrectly being billed two separate

13 charges of $33.15 per month, and that he should

14 actually be billed one single charge of $62.87 per

15 month?

16      MR. OLESON:  I'm going to dispute this.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  It's an objection.  Okay.

18      MR. OLESON:  I'm going to object to that.

19      JUDGE RILEY:  Is that a mischaracterization of

20 your complaint?

21      MR. OLESON:  It was a part of that complaint,

22 but it was based on -- some of the documents that
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1 they have provided here talked about -- include the

2 fact that there is a parallel meter statement in here

3 and one doesn't.  It's -- I wasn't allowed to admit

4 evidence about this issue, and now she is bringing up

5 a separate issue.

6      MS. SHIELDS:  I would be more than happy to

7 directly read from his complaint, if that would help.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  Go ahead.

9      MS. SHIELDS:  So Point 1 under Mr. Oleson's

10 complaint, Aqua is overcharging water customer

11 charges for customers with two meters, charges that

12 are not in accordance with their filed tariff.  He

13 states, They charge two full water service charges of

14 $33.15, a total of $66.30 instead of the tariff

15 charge for two meters of $62.87.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Complete your question

17 then.

18 BY MS. SHIELDS:

19      Q.   So in light of his claim, could you explain

20 the basis for Aqua's current charges to Mr. Oleson?

21      A.   Mr. Oleson has a single service line

22 servicing two separately metered accounts; one for
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1 domestic usage for his home that's charged for sewer

2 and water, and the other that serves irrigation only

3 and does not charge for sewer.  The premise that it

4 should be for parallel is flawed in that parallel

5 meter arrangements are those that are for a sake of

6 redundancy.  And there are four different aspects or

7 at least four different aspects that are different

8 from a parallel meter arrangement than that of Mr.

9 Oleson's, and the first is redundancy.  Industrial

10 customers, hospitals, commercial -- certain public

11 institutions that require water at all times that

12 cannot afford to be without water during the time the

13 meter is being serviced, tested or replaced are ones

14 that ask for parallel meter arrangements.

15               Mr. Oleson's line is not a redundant

16 line.  The water from the -- both meters in a

17 parallel setup, they come into the facility, they

18 separate in two meters, and they converge back

19 together to serve the process that's needed.  Mr.

20 Oleson's go to two separately distinct places; one

21 for irrigation and one for his domestic usage.

22               The second key difference is the fact
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1 of the way sewer charges are assessed.  There is a

2 provision in the tariff as stated here that says,

3 When two or more meters are installed in parallel,

4 the customer charge is based on one size meter larger

5 as to allow these redundant customers the ability to

6 have the redundancy, but also be able to have the

7 capacity needed.  So there is a cost of service

8 associated with that that lines up with these meters.

9 When you do that, when you aggregate them together,

10 the consumption from those two meters is also

11 aggregated together.

12               So any charges that are based on water

13 consumption for an account are based on the

14 combination of both meters, which would be

15 detrimental to Mr. Oleson's case, because he is not

16 charged for sewer on one of the meters, and in this

17 case he wouldn't be able to do that under a parallel

18 setup.  It's essentially one meter in the billing

19 system.

20               The third difference is the fact that

21 under a parallel meter arrangement, once the accounts

22 are bound together and the meter charges are being
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1 assessed and the volume from both meters are being

2 aggregated together, it's set up that way

3 permanently.  That's the way it is.  Mr. Oleson's

4 account is different in that he activates and

5 inactivates his account at will, in order to reduce

6 his customer charges during the winter for irrigation

7 usage.  That's something that is not provided for

8 under the parallel arrangement.

9               And the fourth key difference is the

10 fact that the parallel meter arrangement assumes the

11 like size meters.  Just by the very nature of it,

12 when two or more meters are installed in parallel

13 they will be charged one size higher represents that

14 they would be equal size.  Two four-inch meters get

15 charged for one six-inch meter charge.  Two

16 eight-inch meters get charged for one ten-inch meter

17 charge assumes like size meters.

18               And while Mr. Oleson's account does

19 have two like size meters, many of the customers who

20 incorporate irrigation systems just as he does do not

21 have like size meters, and so there is no provision

22 within this language that would allow for dissimilar
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1 size meters, aggregating them together as if it was

2 one account for one parallel setup.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  I'm going to interrupt

4 here just a second.  Mr. Oleson, for purposes of

5 completing the record, I am going to overrule your

6 objection, but I am going to recall you as a witness

7 at the conclusion of Mr. Blanchette's testimony and

8 after his cross-examination.  Go ahead.

9 BY MS. SHIELDS:

10      Q.   Okay.  So all of that being said, would you

11 conclude -- does Mr. Oleson have a parallel meter?

12      A.   Mr. Oleson does not have a parallel meter,

13 and I do not believe he would benefit from having it.

14 It is more cost-effective to have the approach that

15 he has today.

16      Q.   Okay.  And how would you characterize the

17 meter setup that he has just for purposes of today's

18 discussion?

19      A.   Mr. Oleson has two metered services served

20 off a single service line.  So it would be very

21 similar to an apartment building or something like

22 that.  There are independently two distinctly
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1 different purposes for the meters that are in that

2 situation, and in no way are they redundant and in no

3 way do they serve the use of the other meter.

4      Q.   Okay.  So would it be fair -- and I'm not

5 recalling whether you had said this, but he's a dual

6 metered customer.  Is that kind of a term that would

7 appropriately describe that?

8      A.   A dual metered customer served off a single

9 service line, yes.

10      Q.   Okay.  Now, I would like to draw your

11 attention back to the tariff sheet that I just

12 provided you a moment ago.  Now, the top line on

13 here, directly under the header, Customer Charges,

14 could you read that for me?

15      A.   All metered general water service customers

16 shall pay a customer charge based on the size of

17 meter or meters installed regardless of the amount of

18 water used.

19      Q.   Now, based on that language, how many

20 accounts does Mr. Oleson have with Aqua?

21      A.   He has two accounts.

22      Q.   So based on the language here where it
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1 states that metered general water service customers

2 shall pay "a" customer charge, how does it add up

3 that he has two customer accounts?  What is the basis

4 for giving him two separate accounts?

5      A.   Well, he has two individually metered

6 services, and per our tariff language approved by the

7 Illinois Commerce Commission, every service

8 connection shall be metered.  In this case here, he

9 has multiple meters on multiple services and so it

10 would be appropriate that he be assessed a meter

11 charge on each meter, each account.

12      Q.   And is that sort of discretion or

13 permission for Aqua to set up two separate accounts,

14 is that provided for in its rules and regulations?

15      A.   It is.  Aqua has the authority then to

16 determine the size and location of the meter, and

17 also to -- you know, to determine the appropriateness

18 of the meter and the charges associated with such.

19      Q.   Okay.  Now, at this point I would like to

20 go through a couple of those sheets within the rules

21 and regulations, and if you want to review this

22 document.  Do you recognize this document?
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1      A.   I do.

2      Q.   What is it?

3      A.   This is a First Revised Sheet No. 11 of our

4 rules, regulations and conditions of service for

5 water.

6      Q.   And has this been reviewed and approved by

7 the Commission?

8      A.   It has.

9      Q.   Is this document a fair and accurate

10 representation of Aqua's First Revised Sheet No. 11

11 from its rules, regulations and conditions of water

12 service?

13      A.   It is.

14      Q.   Okay.  Now, if you could look at Provision

15 6F, what does that state?

16      A.   It states that each metered service shall

17 be supplied through a separate curb stop or other

18 means of control as approved by the company.

19      Q.   And could you just explain what a curb stop

20 is?

21      A.   A curb stop is a shutoff valve to allow the

22 company to turn on and turn off the service of the --
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1 metered service connection.

2      Q.   And so, for example, a customer like Mr.

3 Oleson who has seasonal use or an irrigation line,

4 would he have a curb stop on one of those?  Is that

5 how he would turn it off?

6      A.   Mr. Oleson would have to have a separate

7 means by which shutting off each of those metered

8 service connections and often does so during seasonal

9 times.

10      Q.   Okay.  I am going to hand you -- sticking

11 on this kind of same point I would like to hand you

12 another document.  I think it would be this.  Do you

13 recognize this document?

14      A.   I do.  This is Commerce Commission approved

15 First Revised Sheet No. 15 of our rules, regulations

16 and conditions of service for water.

17      Q.   Okay.  And looking under Point 10 and

18 Sub-headers A and B, could you tell me -- could you

19 describe for me what those provisions are?

20      A.   Section A here states that the -- all new

21 services shall be metered, and the company shall have

22 the right to require a meter on an existing service
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1 pipe and charge for the water service by meter

2 measurement.  So we have the authority then to

3 determine what's a metered service and what needs to

4 be measured and what does not need to be measured.

5               In addition, the company shall have

6 the right to determine the size and type of the meter

7 to be installed and the location of the same.  So

8 again, the company has the discretion and has the

9 authority then to look at these situations and

10 determine whether or not a meter is appropriate under

11 the second service scenario or not.

12      Q.   And just to clarify, is this a fair and

13 accurate representation of First Revised Sheet No. 15

14 under Aqua's rules, regulations and conditions of

15 water service?

16      A.   It is.

17      Q.   Okay.  And now one additional sheet from

18 the rules and regulations here.  If you could look

19 over this.  Do you recognize this document?

20      A.   I do.  This is First Revised Sheet No. 27

21 of Aqua Illinois' Commerce Commission approved rules,

22 regulations and conditions of service for water.
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1      Q.   Okay.  And is this a fair and accurate

2 representation of First Revised Sheet No. 27 from

3 Aqua's rules, regulations and conditions for water

4 service?

5      A.   It is.

6      Q.   Okay.  Now, I would like to draw your

7 attention to Subsection E, and above the Line 23.

8 And could you tell me what that provision includes?

9      A.   It states that, Each customer service shall

10 be considered separately in rendering bills for

11 service, unless two or more service lines are

12 installed solely for the convenience of the company,

13 which states that the company has the authority then

14 to render bills for each of Mr. Oleson's services,

15 individually metered services, because they are not

16 for the company's convenience.  It's for the

17 customer's convenience, in order to eliminate sewer

18 charges for irrigation water.

19      Q.   Okay.  Now, one of the things that you

20 mentioned is that Mr. Oleson uses his irrigation

21 service seasonally, correct?

22      A.   Correct.
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1      Q.   And does Aqua have language in its rules,

2 regulations and conditions of water service

3 addressing seasonal use?

4      A.   It does.

5      Q.   Okay.  If I could hand you another

6 document; do you recognize this document?

7      A.   I do.  This is First Revised Sheet No. 18

8 of Aqua Illinois' Commission approved rules and

9 regulations and conditions of service for water.

10      Q.   Okay.  And is this a fair and accurate

11 representation of First Revised Sheet No. 18 from

12 Aqua' rules, regulations and conditions of water

13 service?

14      A.   They are.

15      Q.   Okay.  Now, could you tell me if -- I want

16 to draw your attention to Point No. 12, and can you

17 tell me what that provides for?

18      A.   No. 12 is for seasonal, standby and

19 temporary service connections.  It says that the

20 customer shall bear the entire cost of the service

21 connection and customer service pipe or seasonal,

22 standby and temporary service.
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1      Q.   And would that apply to an irrigation

2 customer like Mr. Oleson?

3      A.   It would.

4      Q.   Okay.  When he -- now, is a customer who

5 seasonally uses a line, does he incur any activation

6 charges or deactivation charges for that line?

7      A.   There are no activation and inactivation

8 charges.  As long as the customer inactivates the

9 service for at least six months, they will not incur

10 customer charges during the time that it's

11 inactivated.

12      Q.   Okay.  So during the full six months that

13 it's turned off, there are no charges, whatsoever?

14      A.   No charges, whatsoever.

15      MR. OLESON:  Judge, Judge, she brought up six

16 months.  Where does it say that?

17      JUDGE RILEY:  We have got an objection.

18 Counsel, response?

19      MS. SHIELDS:  Your Honor, the witness testified

20 to that.

21      MR. OLESON:  Does he have anything to back up

22 that this is in the rules or in any part of his
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1 documentation?

2      JUDGE RILEY:  What was the --

3      THE WITNESS:  Well, she is talking about No. 12

4 here, and it's called seasonal.

5      JUDGE RILEY:  Right.  Let me hear if you can

6 find the question and answer again.

7                      (Whereupon, the record was read

8                      as requested.)

9      MS. SHIELDS:  I'm sorry.  I thought that he

10 testified to that earlier.  I thought that he already

11 explained that.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  And you thought that Mr. Oleson

13 had testified to a six-month period?

14      MR. OLESON:  No.

15      MS. SHIELDS:  No.  Mr. Blanchette testified to

16 that.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  And the objection goes to how

18 does he know it is a six-month period.

19      MS. SHIELDS:  I mean, I will be happy to lay

20 additional foundation, but Mr. Oleson can ask that

21 question on -- he will have the opportunity to

22 cross-examine this witness.
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Lay the foundation.  Maybe

2 we can --

3 BY MS. SHIELDS:

4      Q.   Now, customers who -- customers who have

5 seasonal use of a line, how long -- what does that

6 constitute?  What is seasonal use?

7      A.   Seasonal use is anyone who would activate

8 or inactivate the account at some regular interval

9 and ask that it be activated again at a later date;

10 irrigation accounts, swimming pools, things of that

11 nature.

12      Q.   Okay.  And when you say that a customer

13 will not incur charges when -- for when a seasonal

14 line is not in use, what's -- how does that work?

15 What's the basis for that?

16      A.   In both the water and the sewer tariffs of

17 the Aqua Illinois approved by the Illinois Commerce

18 Commission, rules, regulations, conditions of

19 service, both utilities have stipulated language in

20 there that says, If a customer vacates the premises

21 or inactivates their account, that should they reside

22 or activate the account again within six months of
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1 terminating the account or inactivating it that they

2 would be reassessed the customer charges during that

3 period.

4      Q.   Okay.

5      JUDGE RILEY:  And that's the basis for your

6 comment about the six months; is that correct?

7      THE WITNESS:  Correct.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  Mr. Oleson, you will have full

9 opportunity to explore that on cross-examination.

10 BY MS. SHIELDS:

11      Q.   Okay.  Now, one of the points that you had

12 mentioned earlier is that having an irrigation line,

13 one of the benefits to that is that a customer does

14 not pay sewer charges; is that correct?

15      A.   That's correct.

16      Q.   Okay.  And is that consistent with Aqua's

17 Commission approved tariff?

18      A.   It is.

19      Q.   Okay.  I am going to hand you a document.

20 Do you recognize this document?

21      A.   Yes.  This is First Revised Sheet No. 10

22 from Aqua Illinois' consolidated sewer tariffs
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1 regarding sanitary sewer charge.

2      Q.   Okay.  And could you tell me what the --

3 what the irrigation system rates provision, what that

4 contemplates?

5      A.   Yes.  I will read it.  If the customer has

6 installed the irrigation system and requests the

7 company install at the customer's expense a second

8 service line and meter for such system, the sewer

9 customer charge specified in this rate schedule shall

10 not apply to the second service line and meter, nor

11 shall the sewer usage charge specified in this rate

12 schedule apply to the amount of water measured by the

13 irrigation meter.

14               This simply states that if you want to

15 have a metered connection in Aqua Illinois' service

16 territory for irrigation and not be charged for

17 sewer, that you're required to have this second

18 service line and a second meter.

19      Q.   Okay.  And so how are -- so a customer that

20 does incur sewer charges, how are those determined?

21      A.   They are determined off of the volume of

22 water that goes through the meter, that's used
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1 through the meter.

2      Q.   And has Mr. Oleson saved money by not

3 incurring sewer charges on his irrigation line?

4      A.   I calculated his irrigation usage, and

5 throughout 2012 and even charge for sewer on the

6 irrigation, it would have been over $600 in costs

7 that he has mitigated through his separate irrigation

8 line.

9      Q.   Okay.  So having looked at a number of

10 these documents, tariff sheets, rules and

11 regulations, is it appropriate to look at any single

12 sheet in isolation?

13      A.   It is not.  You must look at the entire

14 tariff and take the entire tariff into context.

15      Q.   Okay.  Now, ignoring the fire protection

16 charges which we will get to in a moment.  Are Aqua's

17 billing practices regarding Mr. Oleson consistent

18 with its Commission approved tariff?

19      A.   I believe they are.

20      Q.   Okay.  And Commission approved rules and

21 regulations?

22      A.   That's correct.
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1      Q.   Okay.  I would like to -- one of -- I would

2 like to move on now a little bit and talk about the

3 level of detail in Aqua's bills.  Mr. Oleson has

4 alleged that in months with rate changes Aqua does

5 not include enough detail in its bill for customers

6 to evaluate the charges.  How do you respond to that?

7      A.   Mr. Oleson was correct in that the months

8 following the rate increase Aqua's billing department

9 determined that they would take the information in

10 the bill and collapse it, as is their practice in

11 other states.  That is not the practice of Aqua

12 Illinois.  And so they corrected the matter, and Mr.

13 Oleson should now be getting bills that have all the

14 detail information on there.

15      Q.   And how did Aqua become aware of that

16 inconsistency?

17      A.   That was actually brought to our attention

18 by the Attorney General's Office as well, and we

19 corrected it immediately.

20      Q.   Okay.  Could you tell me about Aqua's

21 practices as far as including customer notices with

22 electronic paperless bills?
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1      A.   The electronic paperless bills are -- if

2 you visit our website, you can get a sign-in number

3 and a password, and you can see your bills each

4 month, and the notices are attached to that.  As you

5 scroll down from the bill, the notices would appear

6 below the bill on the account online.  Other

7 customers are mailed the notices, but the customers

8 who get it online would get it through the website,

9 and it would be just following the bill as you scroll

10 down to view the document.

11      Q.   Okay.  Now, I think last we are going to --

12      MR. OLESON:  Judge, they made a representation

13 that this is on there.  They have no evidence showing

14 that it's on any of my bills.  Can I ask that later

15 on?

16      JUDGE RILEY:  By all means, yes.  This is all

17 part of your cross-examination.

18 BY MS. SHIELDS:

19      Q.   Okay.  I would like to talk a little bit

20 about Aqua's fire protection charges.  How does Aqua

21 assess fire protection charges to its Ivanhoe

22 customers?
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1      A.   The fire protection charges are a

2 combination of the depreciation on the assets that

3 have been invested and are being invested in the

4 system, the water used by the fire department

5 fighting fires or practicing and also the operation

6 and maintenance expense associated with fire

7 protection facilities like fire hydrants, water

8 storage facilities and transmission means.  The value

9 of those assets then is in a cost of service study

10 spread out amongst the number of fire hydrants and

11 the number of customers to arrive at a per customer

12 charge based on the size of meter.

13      Q.   And when did Aqua begin assessing specific

14 fire protection charges to Ivanhoe?

15      A.   With the rate order in 2012 effective

16 February 27th, 2012.

17      Q.   And were those charges -- were those

18 charges presented throughout the course of that

19 proceeding?

20      A.   They were presented, and they are mandated

21 by the Illinois Commerce Commission to be on the

22 bill, and fire protection charges are required to be
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1 separated from the customer charges and volumetric

2 charges.

3      Q.   And were those charges ever a contested

4 issue in the proceeding?

5      A.   I am not aware.

6      Q.   Okay.  And ultimately in the end you

7 mentioned that you were familiar with the final order

8 that the Commission issued in February.  Did the

9 Commission find that the charges that are currently

10 being assessed, that they are just and reasonable?

11      A.   They did.

12      Q.   Okay.  Now, I am going to hand you a

13 document, if you could look at this.  Do you

14 recognize this document?

15      A.   I do.

16      Q.   Okay.  What is it?

17      A.   This is First Revised Sheet No. 3 of Aqua

18 Illinois Consolidated Group Water Tariffs

19 specifically concerning public fire protection

20 charges.

21      Q.   And could you tell me what this document --

22 what this document provides?
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1      A.   This document provides that fire protection

2 charges are applicable to all metered water service

3 customers except those that are sales for resale, in

4 which municipality, township or fire protection

5 district in which the public fire hydrants are

6 connected to the company's water mains.

7      Q.   And just to confirm, is this a fair and

8 accurate representation of Aqua's Revised Sheet No. 3

9 from its water service tariff?

10      A.   It is.

11      Q.   Okay.  I am going to hand you one

12 additional document related.  Do you recognize this

13 document?

14      A.   I do.  This is First Revised Sheet No. 4 of

15 Aqua Illinois Consolidated Water Group Tariff, a

16 section on public fire -- fire protection charges

17 continued.

18      Q.   And is this a fair and accurate

19 representation of Aqua's First Revised Sheet No. 4

20 from its water tariffs?

21      A.   It is.

22      Q.   And could you just generally explain what
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1 this document sets forth?

2      A.   This sets forth all the individual charges

3 by meter size and by fire district for the fire

4 protection charges that were reviewed and approved by

5 the Illinois Commerce Commission in the order in the

6 11-0436 rate case.

7      Q.   And do both of these tariff sheets apply to

8 Ivanhoe customers?

9      A.   They do.

10      Q.   Now, I am going to hand you one more

11 document here.  Do you recognize this document?

12      A.   I do.

13      Q.   What is it?

14      A.   This is a letter from our area manager,

15 Joel Garrett, to affected customers having fire

16 protection charges -- public fire protection charges

17 in the Ivanhoe development.

18      Q.   And when was it dated?

19      A.   October 19th, 2012.

20      Q.   Okay.  Is this a fair and accurate

21 representation of the letter you just described?

22      A.   It is.
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1      Q.   Could you tell me the reason for sending

2 this letter out?

3      A.   Aqua Illinois made a decision after

4 receiving a number of inquiries from customers on

5 language in the tariff concerning the public fire

6 protection charge and the appropriateness of a fire

7 protection charge; Aqua elected to voluntarily remove

8 the charges from the irrigation accounts and to

9 credit the customers back, back to February 27th any

10 fire protection charges they had paid on the

11 irrigation accounts.

12      Q.   And this is a letter dated October 19th,

13 2012.  How long could you expect that such credits

14 might take to appear on customers' bills?

15      A.   It was our intent that the credits would

16 appear on their next bill, but due to unforeseen

17 circumstances, one of which was the effects on the

18 east coast of the tropical storm, it got delayed, and

19 we unfortunately didn't put the credits on the

20 account until last week.

21      Q.   Okay.  Now, I would like to just circle

22 back to an additional point that was previously
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1 raised.  Now, I am going to direct your attention

2 to -- this is derived from complainant's Group

3 Exhibit No. 5, and it's listed -- titled Spreadsheet

4 No. 4, if you want to take a moment to review that

5 document.

6               And can you tell me what you see in

7 that document or what your understanding is?

8      A.   It looks like there is an attempt made to

9 talk about the rates -- to demonstrate rates and

10 charges and the percentage increases associated with

11 the various sizes at a 5,000 gallon consumption, as I

12 understand it.

13      Q.   And is that a correct comparison or a

14 correct assessment?

15      A.   I can't say with looking at the amount and

16 not having seen the detail on the spreadsheet whether

17 or not the actual numbers are correct and so forth,

18 but I would say that for customers with 5,000 gallons

19 or five-eighth-inch meters, again, it would depend on

20 the rates and charges that were appropriate.  Without

21 doing the calculation in my head, I'd have to assume

22 that they are correct.  But this here appears to be
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1 an analysis showing the revenue split on these

2 services based on actual usage on the accounts, when,

3 in fact, the revenue split is on revenue requirement

4 only and not on the individual customers' bills.  The

5 percent customer charges listed here may or may not

6 be appropriate, but they are, in fact, different than

7 the revenue split that was approved by the Illinois

8 Commerce Commission through the cost of service

9 analysis.

10      Q.   And so based on the contents of this

11 document, do you believe that this document would

12 indicate that the charges being assessed to Mr.

13 Oleson are inconsistent with its Commission filed

14 tariffs?

15      A.   No.  I would say it does not.  The

16 Commission approved the schedule of rates and the

17 compliance tariffs that we filed actually twice

18 through an ALJ's or administrative law judge's

19 request.  And those appear to be consistent on Mr.

20 Oleson's account.  Therefore, I would say that the

21 charges are accurate and true, and that these here

22 percentages and so forth may or may not be
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1 representative of that -- of the revenue split that's

2 indicated here.

3      Q.   Okay.  And just one more question regarding

4 Aqua's bill format.  Has Aqua Illinois received

5 approval or has Aqua submitted to Staff its bill

6 format?

7      A.   It is.  The bill format is listed

8 specifically in the back of each of the scheduled

9 rate tariffs for all of Aqua's divisions.

10      Q.   Okay.  So that was -- so Aqua's current

11 bill format was approved -- part of it -- or it was

12 submitted and subsequently approved as part of this

13 rate case?

14      A.   Correct.

15      MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.  I have no further

16 questions.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Before we get into

18 anything else, I'm going to declare another brief

19 recess, about ten minutes.

20                      (Whereupon, a short break was

21                      taken.)

22      JUDGE RILEY:  Ms. Shields, you have completed
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1 your direct examination of Mr. Blanchette?

2      THE WITNESS:  Yes.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Let's go to the matter of the

4 documentation that you have elicited or presented.

5 Starting with Tariff Sheet Illinois Commerce

6 Commission No. 49, Section 1, First Revised Sheet No.

7 18.

8      MS. SHIELDS:  And just from the outset, I don't

9 know if we fully addressed this, but we would like

10 you to take administrative notice of Aqua's complete

11 set of tariffs, rules and regulations in addition to

12 the final order entered in the rate case.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  Any objection to that, Mr.

14 Oleson?

15      THE WITNESS:  No.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  I can take administrative notice

17 of the complete set of the tariffs, yes, because they

18 are public documents.

19               But you have specifically identified

20 No. 49, Section 1, Sheet No. 18 and elicited

21 testimony.  Are you moving for the admission?  Should

22 we take these one by one?  I guess we are going to
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1 have to.

2      MS. SHIELDS:  Yeah, it probably makes the most

3 sense.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  I am assuming that you want these

5 marked for identification, and then you are going to

6 move for their admission?

7      MS. SHIELDS:  Yes.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Let's move on it.  So

9 Sheet No. 49, Section 1 -- I'm sorry -- Revised Sheet

10 No. 18.

11      MR. OLESON:  Is that Exhibit 1 then?

12      JUDGE RILEY:  That's Exhibit 1, right.  Let's

13 gets these identified first.

14               Exhibit 2 would be the public notice

15 of April 6th, 2011.  Do I have that right?

16      MS. SHIELDS:  Yes.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  And that would be Respondent's

18 Exhibit 2.

19               And the public notice dated

20 October 17th, 2011, Exhibit 3.

21               A letter dated February 2012 from Aqua

22 to the customer, Exhibit 4.
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1               Exhibit 5 would be the response to

2 administrative law judge's post-record data request

3 of Aqua, Docket 11-0436.

4               No. 6, Tariff Sheet No. 49, Section 2,

5 Sheet No. 2 is Exhibit 6.

6               Tariff Sheet No. 49, Section 1, Sheet

7 11 is Exhibit 7.

8               Tariff Sheet 49, Section 1, Sheet 15,

9 is Exhibit 8.

10               Tariff Sheet 49, Section 1, Sheet 27

11 is Exhibit 9.

12               Tariff Sheet No. 50, Section 2, Sheet

13 No. 10 is Exhibit 10.

14               Tariff Sheet 49, Section 2, Sheet 3 is

15 Exhibit 11.

16      MR. OLESON:  Sheet 3?  I'm sorry I am having

17 difficulty with this.  That was No. 11?

18      JUDGE RILEY:  That's No. 11, correct.

19      MR. OLESON:  Thank you.

20      JUDGE RILEY:  And Tariff Sheet 49, Section 2,

21 Sheet 4 is Exhibit 12.

22               And correct me if I'm wrong, but
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1 finally the letter from Aqua dated October 19th, 2012

2 and signed by Joel Garrett, would be Exhibit 13.

3               Mr. Oleson, as you go through each of

4 these exhibits, rather than take them one by one, we

5 have them identified.  Is there any exhibit that you

6 object to?  And counsel, I'm sorry, I am presuming

7 you're moving for the admission of Exhibits 1 through

8 13 into evidence?

9      MS. SHIELDS:  Correct.

10      MR. OLESON:  I have no objection.  It's the

11 first time I have seen them, many of them.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  No objection?

13      MR. OLESON:  No objection.

14      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Then Respondent's Exhibits

15 1 through 13 are admitted into evidence.

16                      (Whereupon, Respondent's Exhibit

17                      Nos. 1-13 were marked for

18                      identification and admitted into

19                      evidence.)

20      MS. SHIELDS:  Judge, I just want to confirm

21 Exhibit 6, what sheet you have listed for that.  I

22 just want to confirm.
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  I didn't number them.  Let's see.

2 I believe it's -- I have got it down as Illinois

3 Commerce Commission No. 49, Section 2, Revised Sheet

4 No. 2.

5      MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.  Thank you.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  Mr. Oleson, at this time you are

7 entitled to ask any and all questions of Mr.

8 Blanchette as to anything that he testified to.

9      MR. OLESON:  Can I ask a question of you first,

10 sir?

11      JUDGE RILEY:  Go ahead.

12      MR. OLESON:  In my complaint -- when I sent the

13 complaint in, I sent it in on August 17th of 2112.  I

14 said, Enclosed is my formal complaint in Case number

15 so and so.  I have enclosed two notarized copies of

16 the complaint.  Also enclosed are two copies of the

17 extra sheet of paper attached referred to twice at

18 the top of the back page of the complaint form.

19               So that's -- that was there.  Now, I

20 was advised by Cindy, and I believe it's the customer

21 service area of the Aqua -- of the Illinois Commerce

22 Commission that I would -- that I was able to provide
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1 with my complaint additional information with

2 reference to an earlier -- to the filed complaint,

3 and did that survive the transition?

4               It's one page.  It was sent to

5 consumer@iccillinois.gov and asked to forward it,

6 Attention Cindy.  I talked to her afterwards.  She

7 found it, and said that it was supposed to be

8 attached to my complaint.  Was that?

9      THE WITNESS:  Not that I know of.  The only

10 thing that I have that was attached to the complaint

11 came from our Commission e-Docket system.  And is

12 this the --

13      MR. OLESON:  That's a short version of the four

14 complaints.  In the additional information, it was --

15      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, anything you would have

16 sent to the Consumer Services Division, I don't know

17 whether that would have been posted on our e-Docket

18 system.  That's a separate proceeding altogether.

19 Only matters -- on documentation that would be sent

20 directly through the Chief Clerk's Office.

21               Now, if this thing was sent directly

22 to the Chief Clerk's Office as part of your
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1 complaint, it should have posted.

2      MR. OLESON:  It was supposed to be forwarded by

3 Cindy in the Consumer and forwarded to the Chief

4 Judge's Office to be part of this complaint, because

5 that's what she told me I could do at that time.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  I can't account for anything that

7 she had told you or for what was forwarded or wasn't

8 forwarded.  That's out of our hands.  I don't know

9 what the discrepancy is there, but this is the first

10 I have heard of that.  Under any circumstances, what

11 bearing does that have on your cross-examination or

12 on your ability to cross-examine?  I mean, when

13 you -- when you testified, you covered the four

14 allegations that you had made against Aqua.

15      MR. OLESON:  Yes.

16      JUDGE RILEY:  Where does this come in now?

17      MR. OLESON:  I believe as far as the -- there

18 are references there that expanded on the formal

19 complaint that was filed, and -- all right.  I am

20 willing to proceed then.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  All right.  Let's do that.

22 Please ask Mr. Blanchette any questions with regard
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1 to what he testified to on direct examination.

2                  CROSS-EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. OLESON:

4      Q.   Well, thank you for attending and I

5 appreciated the meeting we had the other day on

6 October 1st.  I appreciate it.

7               You testified about Exhibit No. 10,

8 irrigation system rates and so on, and it talks about

9 if the customer has an installed irrigation system or

10 requests the company install a second service line

11 and meter for such a system and so on.

12               How many service lines do I have?

13      A.   In the exhibit?

14      Q.   In Exhibit 10.

15      A.   You have one customer service line serving

16 two metered services.

17      Q.   Okay.  So from the curb stop that was

18 identified into my house, on the inside of my house I

19 have one line.  I do not have a separate service line

20 for an irrigation service; is that true?

21      A.   I have not been inside your home to view.

22 Our technicians are telling me that you have a single
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1 pipe coming into your home which separates into two

2 service lines after that.

3      Q.   Are you testifying then about service

4 records of your technicians visiting my home?

5      A.   I am just going by word of mouth, what I

6 have been told.  I have not visited your home.  I

7 can't say for certain that it was or isn't, but under

8 the situation in which you are being billed, you have

9 two separate meters going to two distinctly separate

10 service areas, one for irrigation and one for

11 domestic usage.

12      Q.   And that's called a dual system then?

13      A.   Dual meter.  It is a single service line

14 serving two separate metered service connections.

15      Q.   Well, according to your Exhibit 10 here,

16 this First Revised Sheet No. 10, is my system

17 installed according to this?

18      A.   A second service line and a second meter

19 under this language here can be under the system that

20 you have today.  New customers that come in the

21 system are required to install a separate line

22 completely from the main, but your meter was in place
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1 before this language was in place.  So you are

2 allowed to have, at the company's discretion and the

3 company's approval, a separate metered service

4 connection stemming from the same line as your

5 domestic.

6      Q.   Well, would it be true to say that since

7 the two meters are installed off of one service line

8 is that there is a continuing approval by the -- by

9 Aqua Illinois that my system is acceptable to them?

10      A.   A dual metered service connection off of a

11 single service line?

12      Q.   Yes.

13      A.   Aqua has taken that approach after the case

14 has been -- been ordered to allow customers in

15 Ivanhoe to have that single service line coming into

16 the building with two separate service connections

17 afterwards, individually metered, individually billed

18 service connections after it enters the building.

19      Q.   All right.  You brought up the fact that

20 there are second service lines required and so on.

21 There are irrigation systems that are authorized

22 under the tariff.  How many customers in Aqua have
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1 second meters in Aqua Illinois?

2      A.   Well, there are -- I don't have the answer

3 to that.  There are lots of customers that have

4 second meters and are charged individually, but those

5 that are off of the same service line?

6      Q.   No.  That's not -- how many in Aqua -- of

7 your residential customers in Aqua Illinois, how many

8 have separate irrigation accounts?

9      A.   I can't say with all certainly, but it's

10 limited pretty much to Ivanhoe and roughly the

11 hundred customers that are there.

12      Q.   One hundred customers?

13      A.   Approximately.  I don't have the exact

14 number.

15      Q.   Do you have any idea of how many gallons of

16 water go through in total the Ivanhoe customer base

17 irrigation system?  I mean, as metered irrigation

18 water, I guess I would say.

19      A.   That information could be retrieved from

20 our accounting department, I assume.  I don't have

21 that information with me today.

22      Q.   If I told you that -- I testified before
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1 that I had over 10,000 per month or I used over

2 80,000 gallons this year, is that unusual?

3      A.   On your irrigation line?

4      Q.   Yes, for a yearly amount.

5      A.   It is not.

6      Q.   So that's -- if I -- how much is that in

7 comparison to my residential use; do you have any

8 idea?

9      A.   Your residential use is very consistent.  I

10 have reviewed your bills.  I think you are somewhere

11 between 4 and 6,000.  You'd know better than me.  I

12 think that's where we are generally at for your

13 residential usage.  And your irrigation is higher

14 than that, obviously, yes.  I don't have exact

15 numbers for you today, and I don't know the exact

16 amounts.

17      Q.   Well, if we said 6 high in 12 months,

18 that's 7,000 -- that's 72,000 gallons, I believe, and

19 this is -- so it's a lot of gallons go through my --

20 go through the irrigation meter on myself and

21 probably for the Ivanhoe division there is a lot of

22 water goes through the irrigation meters.
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  I'm sorry.  I mean, this seems

2 highly speculative.  I don't really know the

3 relevance of this.  You know, he is discussing other

4 customers' usage in general and --

5      MR. OLESON:  I will move on.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  And stick as close as you can to

7 the direct testimony.

8 BY MR. OLESON:

9      Q.   With regard to Exhibit No. 1, talking about

10 rules and regulations, conditions of water service in

11 the -- under the seasonal standby and so on.  You

12 mentioned six months.  Are customers advised of this

13 six-month requirement that an irrigation system must

14 be deactivated to not incur charges for the six

15 months prior to that that they had it deactivated --

16 thought they had it deactivated?

17      A.   In as much as they are advised of anything

18 within the rules, regulations, conditions of service

19 that the Commission approves for Aqua.  We don't send

20 out notifications of every provision of the rules,

21 regulations, conditions of service reminding the

22 customers, but certainly it's a public document, and
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1 the customers are subject to it and have the ability

2 to view it at any time.

3      Q.   So then I would have to go to your rules

4 and regulations in order to find this six-month

5 requirement.  It is in there?

6      A.   For water and sewer, yes.

7      Q.   For six months?

8      A.   Correct.

9      Q.   And if I ask your customer service people,

10 would they tell me that there is a requirement, that

11 six-month requirement?

12      A.   Absolutely.

13      Q.   All right.  You brought in two exhibits

14 about showing customer charges that you sent to

15 customers.  The first is Exhibit No. 4, your letter

16 dated February of 2012.  On the second page of that

17 under the base -- new base rates, after the 12-inch

18 meter size and prior to water usage charge, is there

19 any mention there of a statement when two or more

20 meters are installed in parallel, the customer

21 charges will be based on one meter size larger?

22      A.   There is not.
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1      Q.   Yet that is in your Exhibit No. 6, if you

2 would look at that after the 12-inch meter charges

3 and so on, and before usage charges; is that

4 statement in there?

5      A.   It is not.

6      Q.   On Exhibit 6?

7      A.   Yes.  It is on Exhibit 6.

8      Q.   When two or more meters are installed in

9 parallel?

10      A.   Yes.

11      Q.   So it was on one and not on the other?

12      A.   Correct.  This is a voluntary letter we

13 sent to make customers aware of the rates and

14 charges.

15      Q.   These are the new rates -- your Exhibit 4

16 says new base rates, effective February 27th.  It

17 does not say anything about those meters in -- from

18 the same sheet.  I find it interesting that its on

19 one and not the other.  All right.  Moving on.

20               Do you know any Ivanhoe customers that

21 have an irrigation system that don't -- that have a

22 second service line, a separate service line?
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1      A.   I myself do not know of any.

2      Q.   Would you say that there are some or many

3 that have a single service line and have an

4 irrigation system, a single service line?

5      A.   Yes.

6      Q.   Going to the questions of detail of a bill,

7 you said that during a rate change it was the

8 practice to collapse the bill, and it is no longer

9 being accomplished.  Under what -- under what

10 circumstances are bills collapsed?  What circumstance

11 would lead to a bill being collapsed?  Until -- if I

12 said, give me the time frame from now until the next

13 rate change effect were to occur for Ivanhoe

14 division, can you think of an example in there where

15 the bill would be collapsed like it was?

16      A.   No.  And they should not have been, and

17 there should not be a case where a bill is collapsed

18 in Illinois.  Other states request that the company

19 collapse bills, and our billing department in

20 Pennsylvania did so under that premise and

21 incorrectly, and we identified that and made the

22 correction.  And we've also allowed customers to call
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1 in and get billing detail if they would like, as we

2 did with your account, provide you with the detailed

3 summary that was lacking on that bill.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Let me interject very quickly.

5 What does it mean to collapse a bill?

6      THE WITNESS:  So the bill has the charges, the

7 detail that Mr. Oleson is referring to that says so

8 many gallons at so many charges and the next gallon

9 is at so many charges, and what it does then is it

10 collapsed that together so it says total water

11 charges, total sewer charges, total charges for the

12 customer, right?

13      JUDGE RILEY:  So it doesn't reflect the detail.

14      THE WITNESS:  It does not reflect the detail,

15 correct.  And that is not our normal practice at Aqua

16 Illinois, and we recognize that and we have made the

17 correction.

18      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Please proceed.

19 BY MR. OLESON:

20      Q.   Has Aqua filed any bill formats with the

21 Illinois Commerce Commission for a circumstance where

22 it's not a normal bill, but it is an abbreviated
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1 bill, a postcard bill of any other sort?  Do you just

2 have one bill format, or do you have another form of

3 bill that has been approved by the Illinois Commerce

4 Commission?

5      A.   Just the one bill format on the back of the

6 water tariffs.  There isn't a bill format for an

7 abbreviated bill, because that's not our practice.

8 That was simply an error on the company's part.

9      Q.   Okay.  With reference to bills that I

10 previously introduced as evidence, for my irrigation

11 account they do not include meter readings or meter

12 reading dates, is that correct, or should they be on

13 there?

14      A.   They should be on there, and I did review

15 those bills.  I had all the bills pulled, and I did

16 look at them, and I did find that that was incorrect.

17 I have asked our billing department to correct it,

18 and they have acknowledged that they would do so

19 moving forward.

20      Q.   I also brought out under the detail --

21 bills lack details, I said I receive a paperless

22 bill.  You said -- you indicated that additional
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1 comments were in the bill, and I was supposed to

2 scroll -- and you indicated that a customer could

3 scroll down.  Have you looked at any of the bills

4 that are on your website, on your Aqua's Illinois

5 website that show my bills?  Do they have those

6 inserts when you scroll down?

7      A.   I'm sorry.  I should let you finish.  I'm

8 not privy to your account information, because I

9 don't have your password and code and all those

10 things, and I'm not an e-billing customer myself.  I

11 instead called our corporate office in the billing

12 department and asked them how the bill was presented,

13 and they said that the bill is presented through the

14 website, through the password secured account

15 information site, and that when you view your bill

16 you can scroll down and it will be a separate

17 document under your bill that's attached to it.  It's

18 much like when the customers receive their bills in

19 the mail, it's a separate piece of paper in the

20 envelope.  Your bill should appear that way with the

21 notice on the website.

22      Q.   If I ask -- if I said -- is it -- if I got
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1 to a bill and there was -- I later found that there

2 was an acknowledgment and didn't find it on my bill

3 when I scrolled down, what could we attribute that

4 to?  What could be the reason that that wouldn't be

5 included?

6      A.   I don't know.  I would have to take that

7 individual instance back to our corporate billing

8 department and ask them why in that situation it

9 didn't appear.  I don't know that to be the case.  So

10 I certainly can't comment on it without that

11 information.

12      Q.   All right.  Moving on to fire protection

13 charges.  Could you look at Exhibit No. 12, water

14 service and public fire protection charges.  Since

15 you have presented this sheet, why -- can you explain

16 why the public fire protection charges vary so

17 drastically for the meter size?

18      A.   It's all based on a cost of service

19 analysis conducted by the company and reviewed and

20 approved by the Commission in the rate case.

21      Q.   What relevance does that -- does a meter

22 size have to the -- we said the fire protection was
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1 for depreciation, the water used, for the hydrants

2 and so on, the cost of those things.  The water used

3 in -- if one has a meter and has a fire sprinkler

4 system, the water used for that would go through the

5 meter, wouldn't it?

6      A.   Yes.

7      Q.   So that water that would be used by a fire

8 department is not considered -- is considered here

9 under your fire protection charge, but if an

10 individual had a fire and had a fire sprinkler

11 installed, that water would be metered and charged,

12 right?

13      MS. SHIELDS:  I'm sorry.  Again, we are getting

14 awfully speculative here.  We don't have any evidence

15 that this complainant has his own fire sprinkler

16 system, and again, we are --

17      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  I'll sustain that.

18 BY MR. OLESON:

19      Q.   Where are the -- we did not -- in Ivanhoe

20 you testified that there was not a fire protection

21 charge previously?

22      A.   To my knowledge, there was not, and in
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1 viewing the tariffs I found none.

2      Q.   During that period of time where were those

3 charges for depreciation, water used by the fire

4 department for the hydrants and repair and

5 maintenance of those hydrants?  Where were those

6 costs previously?

7      A.   Aqua incurred those costs and did not

8 recover them from the customer, because rates were

9 not sufficient to cover the cost of providing

10 service.

11      MS. SHIELDS:  And again, we are rehashing rate

12 case issues here.  This isn't the correct proceeding

13 for that.

14      MR. OLESON:  It is a charge that was added to

15 us, Judge Riley, that we did not have before.  I

16 contend that it could be -- I contend that those

17 charges, those costs, were, in fact, in part probably

18 from the water service portion.

19      JUDGE RILEY:  So you are referring to charges

20 that were specifically included on your bill; is that

21 --

22      MR. OLESON:  No.  I am not -- yes.  I had two
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1 charges, and I don't believe that was right, but

2 the -- if one charge is -- if a fire protection

3 charge is now added that didn't used to be there,

4 those services were charged and were incurred and

5 charged to a department before.  It probably was

6 water.  I don't know.  I don't know if those water

7 rates went down, but let me move on.

8      MR. ROONEY:  Judge, John Rooney.  To further

9 the objection, if there is a question about whether

10 there is a double recovery of certain costs, those

11 were issues properly before the Commission in the

12 last rate case, and the Commission determined which

13 charges were just and reasonably incurred as

14 expenses, and based upon that allocated those

15 expenses via its rates.  These are not part of this

16 case.

17      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  What I am wondering

18 is you were talking about fire protection charges

19 that were added, then dropped on your bill

20 specifically.  I thought that's what you were getting

21 to.  Something that you had covered in your direct --

22 in your own testimony.
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1      MR. OLESON:  Yes.  I maintain that I should

2 only have one fire protection charge and --

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Was that what you were asking the

4 witness?

5      MR. OLESON:  No.

6      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Then I will sustain

7 the objection.  Please continue.

8 BY MR. OLESON:

9      Q.   Going to your Exhibit No. 5, I'd refer

10 again to the average number of gallons in the Ivanhoe

11 division, water, 7,783 and the Ivanhoe sewer average

12 gallons, 7,783.  Are those accurate numbers of the

13 average water considering -- water and sewage average

14 gallons used based on the fact that we have agreed

15 that there are a large number of customers in Ivanhoe

16 that have an irrigation meter and use substantial

17 amounts of water that don't go through the sewer?

18      MS. SHIELDS:  I have got to object again.  We

19 are rehashing --

20      JUDGE RILEY:  I mean, is the question being

21 taken directly off of the exhibit?

22      MR. OLESON:  Yes.
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1      JUDGE RILEY:  Restate the question again.

2 BY MR. OLESON:

3      Q.   Exhibit No. 5 shows that Ivanhoe water

4 average gallons, 7,783 and Ivanhoe sewer, 7,783,

5 those are the same numbers, right?

6      A.   Correct.

7      Q.   Do those numbers reflect all water used in

8 the Ivanhoe division in order to come up with the

9 average gallon figure?

10      A.   That is correct.

11      Q.   When water is used through an irrigation

12 meter, is it included in both the Ivanhoe water and

13 the Ivanhoe sewer average gallon figure?

14      A.   I can't say what portions of it were for

15 domestic use and which were for irrigation use.  What

16 I can say is that we took the total gallons within

17 the development, and then gallons were divided

18 amongst the number of bills sent within the course of

19 the year.

20      Q.   So this assumes then the -- this assumes

21 then that the water that went through my irrigation

22 meter also returned to Ivanhoe sewer?
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  He is --

2      JUDGE RILEY:  Can the witness answer?

3      THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  If that were the case and

4 if it assumes that, then that means that Aqua took

5 the revenue requirement for the sewer division and

6 spread it out over gallons that we're not getting,

7 because we are not billing for it, which would have

8 artificially deflated the rate and we are

9 undercharging customers for sewer costs that they

10 should be incurring.

11      JUDGE RILEY:  But your answer is based on an

12 assumption?

13      THE WITNESS:  Based on the assumption that Mr.

14 Oleson is outlining to us right now, yes.

15      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.

16 BY MR. OLESON:

17      Q.   Looking back on combined water and sewer

18 for Ivanhoe, under percentage right in the center

19 down at the bottom you find a figure, 271.7 percent?

20      A.   Correct.

21      Q.   And that would be for the average gallons

22 used of 7,783?
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1      A.   For revenue requirement purposes, yes.

2 Increase in the revenue requirement.  No.  I'm sorry.

3 It is a proposed bill.  I'm sorry.  You are right.

4      JUDGE RILEY:  I'm sorry?

5      THE WITNESS:  Yes, it is.  It shows the

6 increase in the difference in the bill, yes.  I'm

7 sorry.

8 BY MR. OLESON:

9      Q.   Taking first Exhibit 3, October 17th, 2011,

10 your public notice, under the rate request paragraph

11 it indicates water would increase 203.8 percent.  In

12 the next paragraph under waste water service, an

13 increase of 354 percent.  Are both of those figured

14 on an average of 7,783 gallons?

15      A.   No.  Those are revenue increases in the

16 overall revenue requirement needed to run the -- and

17 operate the system.  The rate below that is what the

18 impact at that revenue requirement would be on the

19 customers at the proposed rates that we filed for the

20 in the case.

21      Q.   On the water service it says 203.8 percent.

22 It says, If the water rate request is granted in full
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1 as filed, an average monthly residential water bill,

2 7,783 gallons, right?  So it's based on that number?

3      A.   No.  It says here, changes for all classes

4 of water service approved by the ICC will result in

5 an overall revenue increase of 203.8 percent.  The

6 revenue increase that we requested for this

7 particular division was 203 percent.  It may or may

8 not be reflected in the rates and charges that an

9 average customer pays.  The rates and charges that we

10 put into the tariff that we filed with the Illinois

11 Commerce Commission, if approved in totality would

12 have resulted in a customer using 7,783 gallons,

13 increasing by $61.61.  One is dealing with the

14 revenue requirements.  One is dealing with average

15 bill.  They are two separate things.

16      Q.   I'm not sure what -- I'm not sure then the

17 notice to the customer -- I'm not sure what this

18 notice to the customer is -- has told us then.

19 The -- according to this, the average -- the rate

20 increase would be -- you would total those two

21 numbers, 94.49 and 77.38.  That's $171.  On the

22 figure on that Exhibit 5, right next to the
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1 271 percent, the proposed bill is 191.  That's an

2 increase there.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Is this leading to a question?

4 BY MR. OLESON:

5      Q.   Is that an increase then from the proposed

6 notice?

7      A.   Can you please restate that again?

8      Q.   Your Exhibit 3, October 17th, 2011, the

9 average water bill would change to 94.49 in the next

10 paragraph.  The waste water bill would increase to

11 77.38.  If I have done my math correctly, that's

12 $171.87.  In your proposed bill on Exhibit 5 it says

13 $191.

14      A.   These are two separate things.  This is

15 what Aqua filed the case for, and the Exhibit 5

16 demonstrates what the ALJ or the administrative law

17 judge was proposing to the Commerce Commission for

18 approval.  They are not -- they are not the same

19 numbers.  What Aqua proposed is not what Aqua

20 received in the case for revenue requirement or the

21 rates.  Some changed higher.  Some maybe changed

22 lower, but it's not the same.  We are apples and
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1 oranges.

2      Q.   All right.  On -- going to Spreadsheet No.

3 4, that's my exhibit, and you discussed it.  This

4 talks about a comparison of rates of meter sizes at

5 different meter sizes at 5,000 gallons.  You talked

6 about revenue splits.

7      MS. SHIELDS:  Can you just hang on a moment?

8 Sorry.  We need to track that document down.

9      MR. OLESON:  It's a single sheet.

10      MS. SHIELDS:  Here we go.

11 BY MR. OLESON:

12      Q.   Ms. Shields asked you a question about -- I

13 believe about meter sizes and revenue, and we -- and

14 this document also shows revenue splits, and I

15 mentioned -- I talked about water service versus

16 usage splits.  And you said that -- and I am

17 paraphrasing.  You can -- please perhaps you can

18 explain again, that the revenue splits were for the

19 total revenue of the case and not for an individual

20 person.  Could you explain that?

21      A.   Yeah.  The revenue -- the splits discussed

22 in the case were for the revenue requirement between
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1 customer charge and the water usage charge.  So in

2 cases where customers' individual metered rates for

3 their meter charges or their individual metered rate

4 for volumetric may or may not add up to the same

5 revenue split percentage, but when the revenues are

6 realized from all of the customers collectively;

7 residential, commercial, industrial, that the -- if

8 everything goes the way it's supposed to go in the

9 case, and all of the determinants are what they were

10 supposed to be, it would add up to that same split as

11 an overall revenue split between customer charge and

12 volumetric and not necessarily the individual

13 customer's bill.

14      Q.   When did this -- when did the new rates go

15 into effect?

16      A.   February 27th, 2012.

17      Q.   How many bill cycles have we had since that

18 time?

19      A.   Well, February and March, through October,

20 right.  So in trying to do the math in my head, is it

21 seven?

22      Q.   And what are the revenue splits that you
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1 are seeing in total for Aqua?  Do they comply with

2 the revenue split for water that was in the rate

3 case?

4      A.   I don't have that information.

5      Q.   Is there any way to obtain that

6 information?

7      MS. SHIELDS:  Objection.

8      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, there isn't any.  I can

9 answer that question.  There isn't any way.  No.  The

10 rate case can't be retried here.

11      MR. OLESON:  Well, it's -- all right.  I don't

12 believe -- I don't have any more questions of Mr.

13 Blanchette.

14      JUDGE RILEY:  I had mentioned to you that I was

15 going to recall you as a witness.  I thought that you

16 were going to address questions to Mr. Blanchette

17 with regard to the parallel installation.  I thought

18 you were going to get back to that, and that was the

19 reason I had mentioned recalling you as a witness.  I

20 thought that would come up in the cross-examination.

21 My secondary thought was that you were going to

22 address it in the -- because you still have those two
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1 outstanding documents that you had wanted to

2 introduce, and I have held everything in advance

3 based on that.  I didn't know if you wanted to go

4 back to that or no.

5      MR. OLESON:  Since he brought up the fact that

6 Aqua personnel looked at the meters, that's what

7 those documents are.  Can I have -- can I give them

8 to him and ask him if those are service records from

9 Aqua?

10      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, no.  They weren't brought

11 up on the direct examination, but there was testimony

12 with regard to the parallel installation, and you can

13 ask him any questions you want about the parallel

14 installation.

15 BY MR. OLESON:

16      Q.   All right.  Let me -- Mr. Blanchette, we

17 have talked about the installation of the meters in

18 my home.  You have described the meters as being a

19 single service line and a dual meter.  Can we -- is

20 that -- would you agree with that?

21      A.   Single service line serving two separately

22 metered service connections, yes.
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1      Q.   All right.  Does that have anything to do

2 with the fact that I am being charged a separate

3 service charge on each of the meters?  Does that --

4 by virtue of the fact that instead of calling them

5 parallel or dual or a single service line serving two

6 separate meters, does that have any bearing, does

7 that have any bearing on the fact that I am being

8 assessed two separate full service charges, water

9 service customer charges?

10      A.   You are being assessed two separate

11 customer charges and billed two separate accounts

12 because they are two individually metered service

13 connections, and under our tariff with the Illinois

14 Commerce Commission approved by the Illinois Commerce

15 Commission we have the right to determine whether or

16 not -- the size and the location of the meters and

17 also to require a second service if you choose not to

18 get billed for sewer service.

19      Q.   Is that -- what is the -- so the reference

20 for that then would be the tariff, and specifically

21 can you identify the sheet that says a second

22 customer charge is authorized?
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1      A.   Well, by the very nature of the language

2 regarding the allowance of a second service line for

3 the purposes of abating the sewer costs, a second

4 line would require a second meter under the language

5 of our tariff, and therefore, it shall be charged as

6 a separate line.  The seasonal sections talks about

7 the cost of -- the customer bearing the entire cost

8 of the service connection, and if you weren't billed

9 for a meter charge on your meter for irrigation,

10 other customers would be forced to bear that burden.

11      Q.   What is the exhibit number that you have as

12 far as that talks about the separate irrigation

13 service?

14      A.   Exhibit No. 10?

15      Q.   Does someone have a No. 10 that I could

16 look at?

17      JUDGE RILEY:  Here.  Take a look at that one.

18 BY MR. OLESON:

19      Q.   Sheet No. 10 where you ask about -- where

20 you say the irrigation system rates, could you read

21 that paragraph then after, Applicable to all

22 residential, commercial and industrial irrigation
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1 water service, that first paragraph?

2      A.   If a customer has installed irrigation

3 system -- if the customer has an installed irrigation

4 system and requests that the company install at the

5 customer's expense a second service line and meter

6 for such system, irrigation service line/meter, the

7 sewer customer charge specified in this rate schedule

8 shall not apply to the second service line and meter,

9 nor shall the sewer usage charge specified in this

10 rate schedule apply to the amount of water measured

11 by the irrigation meter.

12      Q.   Does this imply then that I am to bear --

13 if I wanted to install an irrigation system and if I

14 requested that the company install it, what is at my

15 customer expense, the installation?

16      A.   Everything; the installation, the ongoing

17 bill associated with such.

18      Q.   It says that the company -- and requests

19 that the company install at the customer's expense a

20 second service line and meter.  It doesn't say

21 anything about a service charge there.

22      A.   Well, you are required to install a second
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1 service line and meter if you want to avoid the sewer

2 charges on your bill, which is clearly labeled there

3 on First Revised Sheet No. 10.  Then when you go to

4 First Revised Sheet No. 27 it then says, Each

5 customer service -- of which now we know you have

6 two -- shall be considered separately in rendering

7 bills for service unless two or more service lines

8 are installed solely for the convenience of the

9 company.  And it's not installed for the convenience

10 of the company.  It's installed for the convenience

11 of the customer.

12               And then it also goes on to say in

13 First Revised Sheet No. 11 that each metered service

14 shall be supplied through a separate curb stop or

15 other means of control that's approved by the company

16 if the company has determined that the means of

17 control that's coming into your house is sufficient

18 because you are able to turn it on and off at our

19 discretion.

20               And then, of course -- we then have

21 the ability then to also determine the size and

22 location of that meter under our Commerce Commission
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1 approved tariffs, rules and regulations and

2 conditions of service.

3               First Revised Sheet No. 18 of our

4 rules and regulations and conditions of service also

5 states that, Seasonal customers of which irrigation

6 is included shall bear the entire cost of the service

7 connection of the customer service pipe for seasonal,

8 standby and temporary service.  And the entire cost

9 of the service connection in my estimation includes

10 not only the cost of the installation, but the cost

11 of ongoing maintenance that's associated with

12 servicing that account.

13      Q.   But it doesn't say customer charge.

14      A.   Customer charge is labeled in Section No.

15 -- first Revised Sheet No. 27 where it says, Each

16 customer service -- where we have already established

17 through First Revised Sheet No. 10 that a second one

18 is necessary in order to avoid the sewer charges,

19 those customers' service shall be considered

20 separately in rendering bills for service.  And

21 that's exactly what we are doing in the case of

22 Ivanhoe customers with the irrigation service lines.
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1      MR. OLESON:  All right.  I have no more

2 questions.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  No further questions.  Thank you.

4 I should have asked the -- actually, now do you have

5 any redirect?

6      MS. SHIELDS:  I don't believe so.

7      JUDGE RILEY:  Thank you.  And we have taken

8 care of the matter of your exhibits.  Can I have my

9 No. 10 back?  I am also missing the very first

10 exhibit, the Sheet 18.

11               Our next order of business is going to

12 be either closing arguments or closing briefs, and

13 the procedure from this point on is that regardless

14 of whether it is -- well, if it is closing briefs,

15 then we are going to set a schedule for the

16 submission, and if the parties do not want to submit

17 closing briefs, then they can just make their

18 arguments, after which once I have a copy of the

19 complaint transcript, I would produce what is called

20 a proposed order, and that would be sent to the

21 parties complete with a summary of the evidence, a

22 rationale and -- on all of the rulings and then the
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1 reason for the decision, and that would give the

2 parties an opportunity to file exceptions to whatever

3 findings I made, after which once I have the

4 exceptions and take those into consideration, I would

5 prepare a final order and submit it to the Commission

6 for their final disposition.

7               What does the parties -- what are the

8 parties' feelings about a written brief as opposed to

9 closing arguments?

10      MS. SHIELDS:  You know, we are happy to go

11 either way.  In the interest of judicial economy, I

12 would be more than happy to suggest that we do

13 closing arguments, because it seems as though Mr.

14 Oleson was prepared for that, but --

15      JUDGE RILEY:  Mr. Oleson, one is you simply

16 would give an oral summary of your case right now.

17               Mr. Shields, I should first ask you;

18 do you have any other witnesses or evidence that you

19 wanted to present here?

20      MS. SHIELDS:  No, I do not.  Thank you.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Mr. Oleson, what's

22 your preference?
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1      MR. OLESON:  With regard to the four different

2 issues of the complaint, perhaps I can gather my

3 thoughts and try and issue a -- and have a closing

4 argument for two and perhaps three.  This last issue,

5 as far as to whether it's just and reasonable, I

6 don't think I can -- I want to do that.  I would

7 prefer to have a written reply.  Can we do a

8 combination or not?

9      JUDGE RILEY:  Well, I would really -- pretty

10 much one or the another.

11      MS. SHIELDS:  I think so.

12      JUDGE RILEY:  If you want to provide a written

13 brief, that's fine.  We can set a schedule for that.

14 What kind of time do you think you need to put

15 together a written brief?  And that would be

16 submitted --

17      MR. OLESON:  Can we have about a 10-minute or

18 15-minute break, and let me get my thoughts together,

19 and I can give you an answer, and perhaps I can give

20 you an oral response right now.

21      JUDGE RILEY:  Okay.  Is that all right?  We can

22 take another recess.
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1      MS. SHIELDS:  Yes.

2                      (Whereupon, a short break was

3                      taken.)

4      JUDGE RILEY:  Mr. Oleson, you have the floor.

5 As the complainant, you go first.

6      MR. OLESON:  First of all, I would

7 appreciate -- I would like to say thank you for the

8 opportunity to have the hearing, Judge Riley and also

9 in talking to people from Aqua, I have found the

10 conversations interesting and we -- in many respects,

11 we are trying to solve a lot of common issues, and I

12 appreciate the efforts that were taken.

13               With regard to my complaint, I have

14 four issues that were part of the complaint.  Lack of

15 detail on the bill, I think I have presented the fact

16 that bills did not have -- did not give enough detail

17 for a customer to be able to verify their bill and

18 that they were being billed appropriately.

19 Representations have been made that collapsing of a

20 bill will not take place anymore, and that meter

21 readings will be added to the bills and meter dates

22 of the readings will be added to the bills.  If that
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1 is accomplished, then I have -- that is sufficient as

2 far as am I concerned, and I would appreciate if that

3 is accomplished and ordered.

4               As to fire protection, fire protection

5 should only be one charge.  Aqua Illinois personnel

6 have in several instances stated that they plan to --

7 not to do -- apply a second fire protection charge

8 just because I have an irrigation meter.  And that

9 excess -- the charges that were previously charged to

10 my account will be removed or refunded.  Neither one

11 of these has occurred yet, but I am hopeful that this

12 will occur in the future and that it will change so

13 that there will only be one fire protection charge.

14               With regard to the two water customer

15 charges, one on domestic water for household use and

16 one for irrigation water, I want to state again that

17 I have one service line to the inside of my house,

18 not two separate lines, and that I am one Aqua

19 customer.  I refer you to the First Revised Sheet No.

20 2.  It says, "a" water customer charge.  It is my

21 hope that you will see because I add a second meter

22 for irrigation purposes that it's unreasonable to add
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1 another full service charge to that customer, because

2 all fixed charges supposedly represented in a water

3 service customer charge are not repeated in full.

4 Many parts of that are not -- are not repeated.  Some

5 are repeated to a very minimal amount.  Yes, I have a

6 full additional meter.  I understand.  But customer

7 service was there before and so on.  It's the same

8 customer service I called about the irrigation as I

9 would call about domestic, et cetera.  So it doesn't

10 cost that much more, and I am being charged a full

11 second additional charge.

12               With respect to the charge of just and

13 reasonable, I believe that I have tried to provide

14 evidence of my actual bills.  Regardless of what it

15 says in the previous case, regardless of what it says

16 in the tariff, regardless of the way we have -- some

17 of the things that have been discussed, what I have

18 provided here is evidence of the actual bills that I

19 as a customer of Aqua am receiving for the same

20 amount of water used under the old and the new.  In

21 the one case that I show in the one spreadsheet, for

22 exactly the same amount of gallons it is almost five
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1 times the old rate, and I consider that to be unjust

2 and unreasonable.  Thank you.

3      JUDGE RILEY:  Thank you.  Ms. Shields?

4      MS. SHIELDS:  Okay.  From the outset, we

5 certainly appreciate the opportunity to come here

6 today and discuss these issues.  Aqua understands

7 that the rates have increased, and pursuant to the

8 Commission's February 27th order, there is no denying

9 that there has been an increase in rates, and Aqua is

10 sensitive to that issue.  It was litigated in a full

11 proceeding before the Commission.  Throughout that

12 proceeding Aqua presented obviously sufficient

13 evidence to demonstrate that that increase was

14 necessary.  The Commission agreed with that and

15 ultimately put out an order agreeing to raise the

16 rates accordingly.

17               Part of that process was a

18 consolidation.  Several districts were consolidated,

19 and while some districts felt increases more than

20 others, again, that decision was approved for reasons

21 that were set forth in that record.  It was

22 considered reasonable and prudent, and that's the
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1 result of that proceeding.

2               Part of the ratemaking process is -- I

3 can personally attest to as a newer attorney to this.

4 Ratemaking is a very complex and very complicated

5 issue, and unfortunately, not everyone can walk into

6 the Illinois Commerce Commission and have full

7 understanding of a revenue requirement and rate

8 design, and so unfortunately some of those issues can

9 be difficult for customers to understand and to deal

10 with.

11               The fact is, is that ratemaking is

12 vested within the Commission's authority and when the

13 Commission issues an order approving new rates, that

14 order is considered just and reasonable and prima

15 facie, true on its face.

16               Mr. Oleson has had the opportunity to

17 intervene in that proceeding.  He was provided with

18 notice on two separate occasions of the proceeding,

19 and he did not.  The issues have been litigated.  So

20 to the extent that he is attempting to relitigate any

21 of those issues here in this complaint proceeding,

22 unfortunately this is not the appropriate forum.
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1               And I would also like to address some

2 of his concerns with the bill format, and as Mr.

3 Blanchette noted, Aqua has made several mistakes, and

4 they have promptly corrected those.  In months where

5 rates changed, they collapsed the bill

6 inappropriately.  The Attorney General brought that

7 to Aqua's attention, and Aqua has stated that it has

8 taken measures to correct that process, and it has

9 agreed to offer any additional billing information to

10 its customers.  You know, it regrets that that

11 occurred, and it has testified as Mr. Blanchette

12 testified, is going to take steps to remedy that

13 moving forward.

14               Somewhat similarly, on the fire

15 protection charge, Aqua has taken measures to correct

16 its double billing for customers in Mr. Oleson's

17 position.  Because this complainant's case only

18 addresses Mr. Oleson, both -- we have submitted

19 evidence of the letter that was provided to him, in

20 order to issue a credit or refund to him consistent

21 with that letter.  Because of the short time frame

22 between the October 19th letter and his next bill, I
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1 don't believe any evidence was presented whether that

2 change had actually happened, but Aqua has said, you

3 know, today here that it is going to take measures to

4 correct that and ensure that those credits are

5 properly reflected and given to customers.

6               Finally, as far as the parallel -- as

7 far as the arrangement of the metering systems that

8 Mr. Oleson currently has, I believe that it's been

9 presented very well here that he simply does not have

10 a parallel meter.  Mr. Blanchette went over various

11 reasons explaining why that setup would be

12 inappropriate for Mr. Oleson as an irrigation

13 customer.  He has two separate meters that serve two

14 separate functions, and Aqua bills him accordingly

15 under its Commission approved tariffs and rules and

16 regulations.

17               Those rules and regulations provide

18 Aqua with the authority and with the discretion to

19 bill those services separately, as was stated here

20 today.

21               Furthermore, because of the setup that

22 is currently provided under that dual billing
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1 situation, Mr. Oleson has been able to save

2 significant -- reap significant savings.  As Mr.

3 Blanchette testified, approximately $600 through the

4 savings on sewer charges.  Those would not be

5 available to him under a parallel metering setup.

6 And, I guess, you know, in conclusion, as a typical

7 complaint case, Mr. Oleson has the burden of proof in

8 this case, and it's Aqua's position that he has not

9 met that on any of his four claims today.

10      JUDGE RILEY:  Does that conclude your closing

11 statement?

12      MS. SHIELDS:  Yes.

13      JUDGE RILEY:  All right.  Thank you very much.

14 I want to thank the parties for their cooperation and

15 their efforts today, and I would also note that the

16 parties can enter into a settlement agreement any

17 time prior to the time the Commission issues its

18 final order.  The procedure from this point on from

19 the ALJ's standpoint would be I will wait until the

20 transcript is made available.  I will read and digest

21 it thoroughly, and then I will prepare a proposed

22 order advising the parties of what I have found and
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1 what I intend to submit to the Commission.

2               The parties will be given deadlines

3 for the submission of exceptions depending on what

4 the findings are, and once I have incorporated the

5 exceptions into the final order, I will submit that

6 to the Commission for its final disposition.  So

7 that's where we are.  If there is nothing further,

8 then I will direct the court reporter to mark this

9 matter heard and taken, and I will await the

10 submission of the transcript to the e-Docket system.

11           (FURTHER DEPONENT SAITH NAUGHT.)
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